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News in brief
by Elsa Brueggeman
Former California Congressman Richard Hanna has
been indicted by a Federal Grand Jury in connection with
the South Korean influence buying scandal on Capitol
Hill. The Democrat faces forty counts of mail fraud,
bribery, conspiracy and failure to register as a foreign
agent. Among other things, Hanna is accused of helping
South Korean businessman Tonsun Park and two members of the Korean CIA pick out which congressman and
Senators to approach with funds.
One wonders why they were vacationing there in the
first place, but three Americans are now apparently in
Saigon after their pleasure yacht was fired upon and
boarded by Vietnamese in the South China Sea. The
United States is pressing Vietnam, through intermediaries,
as to the impending fate of the three.
Farmers, from throughout the nation are threatening to
go on strike this winter after their representatives attended the second rally of the movement called American
Agriculture. The movement started in Colorado, where
farmers plan to plow under their winter wheat if the
government cannot guarantee that their selling prices will
exceed their production costs. Washington State farmers,
also suffering from personal losses often in the hundreds
of thousands of dollars, are particularly upset at Spokane
Congressman Tom Foley, Chairman of the House
Agriculture Committee, who told a national news
magazine that "Everyone is doing OK in our area." The
nationwide strike will start on December 4 if the new fouryear federal agriculture program is not changed to meet
the farmers' demands.

ON THE COVER- Terry Lane, Cheryl Harrison and Steve
Bader displayed their artistic talents along with other
students who took advantage of Open Mike night in Cellar
10, Tuesday. The trio played to a nearly packed house and
collected a standing "O" as homecoming officially got
underway. Photo by Mike Puckett.

From the law school

Women...dynamic
and informed

Jimmy Carter and Panamanian leader Omar Torrijos
have reached an agreement that apparently improves
chances that the new Panama Canal treaties will eventually win Senate ratification. In a formal, written
document the two leaders agreed that the U.S. will have a
guaranteed right to defend the canal's neutrality against
any foreign power. They also said that U.S. ships passing
through the canal will have top priority in time of
emergency.

by Brian Jaybush
As reported here last week, a number of UPS Law
School women were participants at the 7th Annual
Women and the Law Conference, held last weekend in
Sacramento, California. One of those attending, Tina
Boothman, had some observations about the proceedings:
"The theme," Ms. Boothman related, "was Women and
Power, but the focus was not so much on women attaining
power; the assumption was that women have power at the
outset, and the conference explored how they can use it.
"There were a few sessions where individuals spoke
(such as California Congressperson Helen Braithewaite
Burke), but the major emphasis was on workshops, of
which the individual participants could choose which
ones to attend.
"I haven't seen that many dynamic, informed and concerned individuals in a long time!" Ms. Boothman reported. She added that this type of conference "can be
critical" in bringing about understanding of the feminist
movement, not only to counter adverse publicity to the
general public, tut also to help women involved in the
movement to "reinforce our own ideals and goals."
Who attends these conferences? They're not limited to
law students or even lawyers, though they are usually held
on or near law schools. Sponsored by the Northwest
Regional organization of the National Conference on
Women and the Law, Ms. Boothman recalled that this
year's conference hosted a pretty fair cross-section of all
types and classes of women-and even some men.
"There were men there. Men are never excluded from
these things, but most men choose to exclude themselves,
or assume that they are excluded. But it was mostly
women in attendance, not question."
See next week's TRAIL for a special section devoted to
news and features from and about the law school com-

Hijackers have struck again. Last week, members of an
Arab-German terrorist alliance diverted a West German
Lufthansa flight with 87 passengers aboard to the Arab

The House has passed a bill requiring any country
seeking aid from the Export-Import Bank to consult with
the Secretary of State regarding that country's human
rights and freedoms. The bill would also deny Bank aid to
countries violating atomic energy safeguards and would
ban the Bank from supporting export of nuclear fuel
reprossing plants. The measure has been sent to President
Carter for approval.
Former Presidential adivsor John Ehrlichman may have
to serve only one year in a minimum security prison for his
actions during the Nixon year. U.S. District Judge Gerhald
Gesell granted Ehrlichman a reduction in the sentence
that he was serving for his part in the break-in at the office
of Daniel Ellsberg's psychiatrist. Judge John Sirica had
already granted Ehrlichman a sentence reduction in his
conviction in the Watergate conspiracy.

Teachers support poor students
The Washington Federation of
Teachers, AFT/AFL-CIO, today joined
the National Coalition for Lower
Tuition in Higher Education.
Spokesperson for the Teachers'
Union, President Al Brisbois said,
"Conceptually, we have stood for
reducing tuition to zero for many
years. As a practical matter, we have
lobbied in the Legislature to stave
off tuition increases. On this same
platform, organized labor has stood
for free or low-cost college education
since 1915; this was reaffirmed by the
AFL-CIO in 1975.
Brisbois went on to say the Blacks
and other minority students Spanish-speaking, Native American are especially dependent on low
tuition.
low-tuition
colleges,
"Through
millions of Americans have risen occupationally and financially, made a

munity.

TRAIL staff

Shiekdom of Dubai. The terrorists demanded freedom for
13-guerillas jailed in Germany and Turkey and 15 and one
half million dollar ranson in exchange for their threatened
victims. As of this writing they were in Aden, South
Yemen, on an unmarked airstrip and surrounded by commandos. The hijackers are apparently in league with the
guerillas who kidnapped a German industrialist on September 5th. The terrorists in Germany also plan to kill
their victim, Hanns-Mattin Schleyer, if their comarades'
demands are not met.
This is the situation in the hijacking of that West German
Airlines.
The four terrorists forced the jetliner to land in the east
African nation of Somalia today... killed the pilot... and
stopped the clock on their deadline for blowing up the
plane with the 86 hostages aboard. West Germany agin
defied the terrorists and refused to comply with their
demands by the 10 a.m. E-D-T, deadline, which passed
without incident. A West German official is in Somalia
negotiating with the hijackers.
The Hijackers shot to death the 37-year-old Lufthansa
pilot, Captain Juergen Schumann, and dumped his body
off the plane at Mogadishu (Mah-Guh-Kih'Shoo) Airport
on the fifth day of the terror-filled journey across Europe
and the Middle East. The Arab and German hijackers are
demanding the freeing of 13 jailed comrades and 15-and a
-half-million dollars.
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greater contribution to our society,
and also paid higher federal, state
and local taxes. Universal free or
low-cost education is seen by most
Americans as one of the most fundamental safeguards of our
democratic way of life," Brisbois
said.
He explained that, "Working
families are especially dependent on
low-tuition to be able to meet both
living and educational expenses
together. Every study shows that
student aid is far below need, and is
one reason why moderate- and middle-income students are attending
college in increasingly smaller
proportions than high-income
students. Where grants, scholarships
and other forms of financial aid are
not available and families cannot
foot the bill, students are put in the
position of having to mortgage their

futures by taking out expensive loans
- when they can get them - or simply
give up the idea of going to college.
This could return us to the
educational elitism of 100 years
ago."
Brisbois
continued,
"In
conclusion , low tuition is the best
assurance of access to higher
educational opportunity and is the
foundation upon which state and
federal eductional policy should be
built. There must be a much greater
state and federal commitment to
provide financial support for a wide
variety of institutions, a support substantial enough to eliminate the need
for passing higher costs on to the
students.
The Washington Federation of
Teachers is affiliated with the
American Federation of Teachers
and the AFl -C10
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Crosscurrents 1978 is now accepting art,
poetry, all forms of prose, photography
and musical compositions for spring
publication. Contact Wendi at 7525026/x3374/Rm. 212 SUB for more in- J;
fo.
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Senate: results and
statements
Election results (new send tors)
Burns Mogseth Zimmerman Cummings Johnson Meyers Shane

Tunnels(M)
Tunnels(A)
Schiff
Harrington
A/L
Tenzler
Smith
Todd
Regester
Seward
Langlow
Off Campus
Totals

26
26
22
36
65
33
24
81
43
35
7
79
477

81
84
23
14
42
27
33
43
35
36
1
84
503

54
75
31
31
41
21
40
58
32
51
3
80
516

81
41
31
44
82
32
32
59
47
48
2
110
609

31
9
22
31
42
40
26
43
27
34
8
104
417

87
16
35
21
33
24
27
31
24
47
2
65
412

33
8
22
31
80
30
22
40
37
18
2
65
388

Election results (losing senators)
Kelly Berg Kral! Homechick Bower

Tunnels )m)
Tunnels(A)
Schiff
Harrington
A/L
Tenzler
Smith
Todd
Regester
Seward
Langlow
Off Campus
Totals

61
83
25
9
24
34
12
24
12
32
1
46
365

56
9
26
22
32
26
12
34
26
64
2
336

52
75
24
9
37
18
13
30
19
16
42
0
335

45
72
11
8
14
9
18
20
11
41
576
1
307

Governance, student activities,
curriculum changes are some of the
issues which are facing the seven new
student senators installed at the last
senate meeting. But do the new
see these issues as important? According to new senator David Johnson, community involvment is more
important.
"Again, like last year, there are no
issues, as such," said Johnson in his
senate statment (TRAIL, October 7,
1977). His plans for this year mostly
involve activities to get the UPS and
Tacoma communities togetehr. He
cites such opportunities as the upcoming social services fair and
hopefully a barbeque with local
people
Johnson feels that the senate can
be worthwhile if senators do what
they promised in their campaigns.
But, based on his previous stint as a
senator, he felt that he could have
gotten as much done by not being on
senate.
Overall student representation in
senate is the goal of Scott Burns. His
idea, which is being discussed before
senate at present, is to have a liason
program where certain senators
would be assigned to specific living
groups and required to voice the
opinions in senate of that living
group.
Burns was far and a way the leader
in the election with 609 votes (Ken
Mogseth was next with 517). His
reason for the outstanding lead: "I
tried to reach as many people as I
could on a personal level."
One of two Freshmen elected,
Darci Shane is very activities and
communications . oriented in her
plans. She would like to organize
more interdorm parties such as the
A/L square dance. Also to get independents and Greeks together
more through specific functions
rather than just open parties. She adds that the old cry of student apathy,
though too often heard is still very
true, and if the student senate is to be
effective at all, it must be through increased input by students
Another issueless senator is Ken
Mogseth, who qualifies his position
by adding that he needs to find out
more about what is going on in
senate. He believes that the new
governance idea is "a radical step"
but the improvement of relations
between students and administrators
"has been happening all along." He
stressed communications, between
all factions of the university, and
especially between students and
senate through a liason program.
Creating a booklet of course
descriptions is Lloyd Zimmerman's
main interest. Another previous
senator, he would also like to see

12
13
12
15
9
4
15
15
11
14
44
1
165

more all-campus activities. He hopes
to instigate them as a member of the
senate resource committee.
He thinks that ideally, senate
would be totally representative of the
students, but does not see that goal
as possible. As it stands now, he
believes senate is "very good in some
spots, needs improvement in
,others. "
His last suggestion was for the
construction of a campus party-place
which would be rented out by
senate. The building, he says, should
be "indestructable."
When questioned about his
specific plans for senate, Chris
Meyers said that it was "a hard
question." After being out of touch
with senate for nearly six months, he
feels that he needs more time to get
acquainted with senate. He does
want to see more interaction between faculty and students outside of
class through lectures and other activities. His past activities in senate
included organizing last years
grading symposium, Cellar X. He
believes that senate is a worthwhile
venture, as he says "I Wouldn't be in
it if I thought it was Mickey mouse."
Freshman senator Tom Cummings
was unavailable for comment

Bugliosi tells Manson tale

Prosecutor speaks at UPS
Charles Manson, convicted mass-murderer in the 1969
Tate/LaBianca slayings, will be eligible for parole in 1978.
Do we dare set him free? Vincent Bugliosi, the one man
who has investigated, interviewed and practically lived
with the Manson family for two years while preparing his
case against them, comes to the University of Puget
Sound Fieldhouse Thursday, Nov. 3, at 8 pm to discuss this
and other aspects of the bizarre Manson story.
Bugliosi, chief prosecutor in the Manson trial and
author of the best-seller turned-movie, "Helter Skelter,"
reminds Americans that the "Manson mentality" is still
active in secret prison "Brotherhoods" and in the minds of
Manson followers like "Squeaky" Fromme, would-be
assassinator of President Ford.
In his definitive case study, Bugliosi discusses the

family members' varied backgrounds-from class
president to child molester; the motive for the killings-to
ignite a black-white Armageddon, and the techniques
Manson used to control and program dozens of young
men and women.
Now in private practice in Los Angeles, Bugliosi is
currently working to reopen the Robert Kennedy
assassination files, based on newevidencewhich, he feels,
points to Sirhan Sirhan's frameup and the existence of a
second assassin.
Sponsored by the associated students of UPS, the event
is open to the public. Tickets are $2 and may be purchased at the UPS Student Union Building Information
Booth. the Bon Marche or at the door.

Change on management

C ellar takes on new face
by Lisena Quintiliani
Cellar Ten management is changing. It will be a gradual transition, old
manager Wynne Nakamota will be training and assisting new managers Kathy
Tracy and Janet Dockery until the end of October.Though changes will be
gradual, by the end of the year, Cellar X hopes to take on a new face.
Nakamota will be leaving Cellar X for another management position in the
U.W area, "My main reason for leaving is I have a beter offer. I really did
burn myself out, and I wish I had more enthusiasm to keep going right now but
it's hard on one person.0
Nakamota, a graduate student at UPS, .
took over management of
Cellar X this semester as the Antique Sandwich Co. management last year, left.
"I wanted something just as exciting as Antique but reasonable, so students
could afford it." It was a difficult job. "I started from scratch. I feel like I've
put together a jigsaw puzzle with a lot of scraps." In the beginning Nakamota
was working 15 hour days. She had to decide on menu, where the food would
come from, how much to charge, staffing and training the Cellar employees,
all the while keeping track of income and expenses. "As it now stands, we
have sort of a cross between what Grimwood can offer and what Antique didlower prices and some special meals. Eventually we plan to see the Cellar self
supported-getting food from our own food services." At present, UPS food
services and The Chaffing Dish supply Cellar X.
Dockery and Tracy, two sophomores here at UPS, were picked over some 12
other applicants for the management job by the ASUPS executive officers.
Nakamota "feels really good" about the management going to Tracy and
Dockery. 'Everything is all organized and documented now Policy is set,
they're just sort of moving in an organization and trying to fit in." They,
however, do plan to make some changes. Said the two new managers, "we
see the Cellar as a place having a lot of potential which could be utilized more
effectively so that it could be.a real gathering place of people-the independen-

ts, greeks, off-campus students, and law students. We plan to do this by
creating a new and different atmosphere--a lot of redecorating, getting some
music in there, and changes in the menu."
The worst is over as Dockery and Tracy see it. " Wynne has done all kinds
of work, we have such a good foundation to go upon."
Tracy and Dockery hope food at the Cellar will become even lower priced
and more interesting. "We'd like to have specials like soft pretzels, pizza, and
fortune cookies, and favorites like milk shakes and sundaes." Another
possibility is incremental sandwiches where the student decides what things he
wants on it and pays according to each ingredient. They are also considering
a salad bar.
Decorating is another important question for the Cellar. "Instead of being a
studying place, we'd like it to be a place where people could meet each other.
Instead of being bright and sterile, this would be a comfortable place with
some painting, bring in plants, possible new tables, at the least a new
arrangement. The idea of moveable partitions which could create atmosphere
and offer some privacy is also being considered.
Dockery and Tracy are also giving thought to entertainment, possibly
rotating nights so more students could attend and also would like to show
movies in the Cellar. Promotional ideas they are considering are, for one, the
possibility of a wagon that would go out weekly or monthly to the dorms and
Greek row to sell and advertise Cellar goodies.
Dockery and Tracy have a lot of enthusiasm anad many ideas, but
everything is still in the planning stage and are only possibilities. They hope
that by the end of this year a major portion of their plans can be carried out
They add, "getting students that are interested in donating time and talent will
be one of the biggest things because we don't have lots of money for all these
projects and we'd like to keep our prices low."
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Health Group
needs members

UPS student knows

Anyone Can Ski!
by Nina Schuler
Ten year old Chuck knows how to
ski! What is special about that you
ask. Unlike most ten year olds Chuck
can not see, he is blind.
Karol Groswold, a freshman at
UPS, began teaching Chuck how to
ski through a program aimed at the
handicapped at the Winter Park Ski
Area near Frazier, Colorado three
years ago. The program was set up to
teach those with a handicap or
disability how to have fun on the
slopes.
The ski area offers clinic to those
that are interested in teaching
someone with a handicap how to ski.
In Karol's instance since she was
working with a blind child she herself
had to be blindfolded on one occasion, so she could have some idea
what it was like for Chuck to be

i-

4146

gunned by all explanation and no
demonstration Karol also learned
how to teach Chuck parallel wedging
which is skiing downhill from sine to
side at the clinics.
The most important element in
teaching someone who is blind a particular skill is developing a trust between the teacher and the student.
That is even more important when
the skill is skiing. Karol had to teach
Chuck to ski by verbal explanation,
she had to tell him where to ski,
when to turn, where and when to
stop. she had to be his eyes.
Karol said, "You have to build a
trust between the two so they don't
think you'll run them into a tree.
That is why you keep the same
child "

Now that Karol is going to school
here and Chuck lives in Colorado
doesn't mean Chuck will no longer be
skiing, because he has three . older
sisters who have been taught how to
guide Chuck down the slopes. Karol,
who has skied since she was five
years old, said, "It was rewarding just
to help someone else accomplish
something like that."
Chuck most likely will never be
able to ski alone, he will have to be
accompanied by someone who will
know how to guide him down the hill
by explanation. But that in itself is
quite an accomplishment, there are
a lot of people who can see but can't
ski. But there aren't many like
Chuck, who can't see, but he sure can
ski .

The Metropolitan Development
Council's Health Issue Group is
seeking persons to become active
members. Anyone who is interested
in Public Administration, Accounting
8usiness Administration, Sociology
Political Science, Womens' Studies,
Urban Studies, Economics, Education
and Nutrition, there is a place for you
in this federally funded program.
The Health Issue Group is a citizens
group designed to provide information and advocacy for low- income persons concerned about
health and health problems in

It you have any questions about how
you can become a viable member of
the Health Issue Group, contact one
of the following people:
Virginia Verrett - 475-5406
Bob Peterson 383-3921
Karen Shew 474-5103

Room
Dedicated

4f,

volcanic cone, has offered shelter to skiers from all over the world for nearly

The Florence Berry Orthopedic Guild of Tacoma will bring Warren Miller's
1977 ski film to Tacoma on Saturday, November 5. The showing will begin at

A volcanic ski lodge, Timberline Lodge, built halfway up Mt. Hood's famed

Tacoma.
During the 1977-78 program year, we
will be engaged in work programs
such as:
Current State and Federal Legislation
Hill-Burton Act
Drug Awareness
Health and Safety classes

half a century. The hand hewn grandeur that is Timberline Lodge and

7:30 pm at the Wilson High School Auditorium. All proceeds will go to the

Oregon's famed volcano skiing is part of Warren Miller's film titled," In Search

Mary Bridge Hospital and Health Center. Also featured are many door prizes

of Skiing".

and a raffle.
Tickets are available at the Bon Marche and Oyster's Drug in Fircrest.

The UPS library has a new rare
book reading room, the Shelmidine
Room, located in room 215 of the
new section.
Lyle S. Shelmidine was a professor
and chairman of the history department at UPS for over 20 years.
Dr. R. Franklin Thompson, University president when Shelmidine was
here, said Shelmidine was a fine
professor, very distinguished, and
held in high regard by his peers."
The decorating of the room was
financed by the Shelmidine Estate,
and inlcudes stained glass windows
in the shape of turkish rug designs,
made by Barbara Henshaw.
Library Director, Desmond Taylor
said that the room where the reading
room is located was set aside for a
rare book reading room when the
new addition was built. "We were
delighted when the Shelmidine estate
wanted to develop it."
The room contains many rare
books, mostly on the Far East, which
was Schelmidine's favorite area of interest, many artifacts, and two
turkish rugs from the estate.
Fred and Dorothy Haley are the
executives of his estate, and were
responsible for establishing the room.
Mrs. Haley said of Shelmidine
"UPS was his first love, we just wanted a place where all of his books
would be together."

SUB Food Committee Report

Fiber Hits the Fan
If you have ever spent much time with health food freaks, you will have noticed that there
is as great a concern for what leaves the body as what is put into the body. This may seem
somewhat extreme but actually, what comes out is a good indicator as to how healthy the
body is internally, especially in the intestines. Many processes of digestion, water absorbtion, bacteria synthesis, and removal of wastes all happen in the intestines, so it is vitally
important to keep these channels unclogged and active. One of the main factors in determining the health in the intestines is in the food eaten. With the popularity of the gigantic
processed-foods industry, people eating superrefined foods, hard fats, and sugars are getting
virtually no natural roughage (fiber) in their systems, and the fiber is a integral part of the
proper functioning of the intestines. That is why the food committee has chosen fiber to be
the topic to be discussed, because its function and importance is not well known and easy to
incorporate into daily life.
Fiber consists of those parts of edible plants (vegetables, grains and cereals, nuts, and
fruits) which resist digestion and remain unchanged throughout the system until they reach
bacteria in the intestines. Their importance is not in nutritional nourishment, but in the absorbtion of water which keeps wast products bulky, loose, and easily exertable. The components of fiber vary in types of plants, and recent research suggests that fiber from cereals
and grains is more effective than fruits and vegetables. If so, then care must be taken to
choose which cereals to eat becuase so manyare fiber depleted. food with white flour, or
sugar as its main substance is no help to the intestines. Foods with whole wheat or whole
grains, of bran are high in fiber-content and can be easily added to oni's diet.
This emphasis on fiber is an outcome of the growing awareness of diseases traced to
deficiencies in western-world, processed foods Diseases such as gall stones, appendicitis,
vericose veins, and cancer of the colon are fairly common and growing in westernized countries, whereas in counties in Africa, these diseases are virtually non-existent. A minor, common, irritating thing like constipation can, with pressure and clogged-up, hardened wastes in
the intestines, result in types of infections which lead to diseases mentioned a lack of fiber
which aids these problems.
Therefore with a little awareness, a little bran or whole-wheat bread, a few apples or
celery, everything will come out alright.
If you have further questions or comments as to how to best integrate fiber into meals
eaten in the cafeteria, come to the SUB-ffod committee meeting on Tuesday, October 25, at
5!00 pm, in Room 9 (SUB).

McCANN'S MOBIL
Audi
Capri
Datsun
Fiat
Mercedes

MG
Opel
Renault
Saab

Toyota
Triumph
Volvo
Lancia
Porshe

2 Locations to Serve You

12th & Union
752-5303

Big 6 Service
752-7575
759-3541
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Good Heavens!
by Kendall Zellmer

Charlie Urlacker has his head in
the stars, his eyes on the heavens,
and his feet planted reluctantly on
the ground.
A Senior Chemistry major at UPS
and avid astronomer, Urlacker claims
his star gazing is but a hobby. Recently, this hobby turned profit for
Urlacker when he was able to get
clear pictures of the partial solar
eclipse. He notes, not without a
twinge of pride, that all other Northwest photographers were. "skunked"
with blurry pictures.
The owner of four telescopes,
Urlacker's biggest (10 inches in
diameter) is housed in a homemade,
sideyard observatory A coop program is run with the UPS
Physics Department where students
can come and make use of the
telescope for free, help and advice
from Urlacker being ample. This
coming Winterim, Urlacker plans to

open the telescope up for wider
student use, likewise for free. As he
sees it, "this is one way in which UPS
students are ahead of their big
brother up North." At the U of W
only graduate studetns, Urlacker
points out, are allowed to use the
telescopes
Born in New York City, Urlacker
claims star gazing as a lifelong love,
referring to himself humorously as,
"a ghetto kid with telescopes." As
for attitudes, he takes a sour,
pessimistic view of mankind. A view
rather oddly flavored and curiously
seasoned. A view he is more than
happy to share. When asked whether
life exists on other planets, he simply relies, "can you imagine what it
would be like to be the only life in the
universe?" Charlie Urlacker: a
definite observer of the Twilight
Zone.

a

PARTIAL ECLIPSE - UPS student astronomer Charles Urlacker "skunked" Northwest photographers with this photo.

Experience Canada
Spend January in Montreal, Quebec City and Ottawa.
Montreal, the second largest French speaking city in
the world, is full of bistros, pubs, restaurants, an excellent
symphony and the best hockey team in the world.
Quebec City takes you back a couple centuries to New
France. In the old city there is history everywhere. Ottawa, the federal capital, is a government city with an exciting theatre arts centre, a first rate National Art Gallery,
House of Commons sessions, ice skating on the Rideau
Canal and lots of government.
There are innumerable meetings with professors,
businessmen, newspaper editors, cabinet members, members of parliament, and civil servants. Since the program
is organized by the Department of External Affairs and
the provincial government in Quebec, in consultation
with Dr. Heppe it promises to be an intellectually

Quebec is always exciting, but particularly now with a
separatist political party in power. Separatist Rene
Levesque, now Premier of Quebec, has met with three of
the winterims for long sessions.
There may be many political appointments, but the
meetings cover the full range of Canadian society, from
women in Canada to the performing arts. It is a study of
Canadian society not just politics.
Cultural events have included the Montreal Symphony,
French Canadian "chansonnier" (folk singers), pop
singers, and ballet. Always included is a hockey match of
the Montreal Canadiens.
Since the air excursion plans under which the group
flies east now requires names of passengers very early to
hold the reservation, any student interested should see Dr.
Heppe in Library 248 as soon as possible.

stimulating winterim.

STAND OUT
INACROWD Home is where the heart is
AT UPS
But not too much.

At GREAT HAIRCUTS we find out how you want your hair to look.
The result is a GREAT HAIRCUT. By the only real standard—yours.
We're not expensive . . but we are GREAT.
.

7.50
9.00
11.00

Stylist
Master Stylist
Hair Designer

GREAT

(Prices Include: Haircut, Shampoo. Blow Dry)
We feature

1

WORLD UNITY
THE BAHA I
PERSPECTIVE

It AIRCI3
By Appointment Only

50 students
in 1927,
Back
graduated from the University of
Puget Sound (then College of Puget
Sound). More than half of them are
expected to return to campus October 21 and 22 to join in the 1977

2714 No. 21st-759-4353

Unity of Mankind, Universal
Peace, Justice and Education.
Oneness of God, Love of
Humanity, and Commo
Origin of Religions.
Contact
UPS
Interested?
Baha 'i Club. 564 - 1844 or
473-1525. Look for weekly
meetings in

ACADEMIC RESEARCH
All Subjects
Fast, professional, and proven quality.
Send $1 00 for the current edition of our
220 - page mail order catalog.

(213) 477 - 8474
P.O. Box 25916-Z, Los Angeles, CA 90025

UPS homecoming festivities.
The annual fall event begins Friday
with special reunions for the classes
of 1927 and 1952. "Golden grads"
will be honored at the home of
President and Mrs. Philip M. Phibbs,

T nHeotni
r aedciot im
o nagl D
Home
aya coming
B usyne
buffet brunch, billed as "homecooked"
in the cafeteria ovens, kicks off the
Saturday activities at 10:30 a.m. in
the Student Center. Before or after
brunch, alumni are urged to take part
in an all-campus open house.
When the annual meeting of the
Alumni Association convenes at
11:30, a special Alumnus Cum Laude
Award will be presented to Gretchen
Kunigk Fraser, the first American
skier to win an Olympic gold medal
and a graduate of UPS. Mrs. Frasser
will arrive on campus Thursday and
will participate in events throughout
the weekend.
At 1:30 p.m., it's giant football battle in Baker Stadium where alums,
faculty and students all hope to
cheer their Loggers to victory over
the Chico State Wildcats from
California.
Following the football game, all
alumni are invited to join the
celebration crowd rehash those
crucial plays and renew old acquaintances at the Topper Fifth Quarter at
the University Union Club. Later they

may attend the play

Sherlock

Holmes:

A New Adventure, presented as a Homecoming extra by the
UPS Inside Theatre at 8 p.m. October
21 and 22.
Student Activities
It's anchors away for students,
meanwhile, as they prepare for a
four-hour cruise on Puget Sound
aboard a Washington State Superferry. The ferry, which leaves Seattle
at 9:15 p.m., will feature two bands,
food, fun and lots of Loggers ready
for a unique and exciting evening.
The cruise, however, is only the
finale of an entire week of activities.
For further information on all activities, contact the UPS Alumni Office.
An all-campus Homecoming Barbeque from 4:30-6:30 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse highlights Friday activities. A complimentary ice cream
social and song-fest will follow the
barbeque.
Also scheduled Friday is a special
autograph party for Mrs. Gordon
(Rowena) Alcorn , at the campus
bookstore from 9:30-11 a.m. Mrs.
Alcorn, whose husband is a
distinguished biologist and professor
emeritus of UPS, will be present to
sign copies of her recently published
book, Last Trail to Bear Paw
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ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Liz Greenleaf/Earotica

"Kansas" reacnes point of no return

"Nutcracker
dances in

TO GIVE RECITAL HERE - Dr. Thomas Gleeke, tenor, and Dr. Edward Hanson.

Come hear the golden
lungs of Goleeke
A special program of songs by Ar- from Post-Romanticism to twelvenold Schonberg and Alban Berg will tone writing, and it is seldom perforbe presented by leading Northwest med because of its extreme difrecitalist and teacher, Thomas ficulty.
Dr. Goleeke, Associate Professor
Goleeke, on Friday, October 28, at
the University of Puget Sound. This of Music at UPS, is well-known to
Faculty Recital was brought about by Tacoma audiences through his apspecial request from the Goethe In- pearances with the Tacoma Choral
stitute in San Francisco, where it will Society, Tacoma Youth Symphony,
be performed in November. It will be and Tacoma Symphony
Dr. Edward Hansen, also of the
the second appearance there for
Goleeke, who, last spring, performed UPS music faculty, will be pianist for
a very successful concert of Hugo the recital. He and Dr. Goleeke have
worked together frequently. In adWolf songs.
Dr. Goleeke, tenor, will sing Alban dition to teaching at UPS, Dr. Hansen
Berg's "Sieben Fruhe Lieder" (Seven is organist and choir director at
Early Songs), and Arnold Schonberg's Plymouth Congregational Church in
"Das Buch der hangenden Garten" Seattle. He is also director of the
(The Book of Hanging Gardens), a set Tacoma Choral Society, and is widely
of fifteen songs. Schonberg and Berg known as a concert organist.
The October 28 recital will be held
were two of the twentieth-century
Viennese composers who later at 8:15 p.m., in Jacobsen Recital
developed the twelve-tone technique Hall of tghe UPS Music Building. The
of composition. Schonberg's cycle pubic is welcome.
was a pivotal work in this transition

N.Y.C. ballet stunning
by Wendi Vernon, Lynda Williamson, and Elsa Bruggeman
The lighting was unpardonable, the crowd was atrocious but the dancers
were excellent. The stars of the New York City Ballet displayed their versatility
during their Tacomaperformance at the Temple theater. Seven dances ranged
from the heighth of the classical; Tschaikovsky's Pas de Deux choreographed
by Balanchino to Calcium Light Night choreographed by Pete Maring, leading
male dancer of the company.
M. Martin danced the famed Pas de Deux with Mmle. Suzanne Farrell
prima ballerina of the company. Both dancers are well deserving of their
status. M. Martin is not only an excellent dancer but a truly creative
choreographer as was portrayed in his Calcium Light Night, an avant-garde
dance. The dancers, Daniel Duell and Heather Watts performed brilliantly.
M. Duell began the performance in three stages. (The ignorance of the
audience produced a bizarre amount of clapping after each section) Mmle.
Watts then entered in a flash of skin-tight vermillion and the performance
became a swift and angular interaction with agile acrobatics and syncopated
movement. The dancers made full use of all horizontal and vertical planes, a
phenomena rarely seen in classical ballet.
Jerome Robbins, Afternoon of a Faun was choreographed with great sensuality It withstood the all too common eroticism characteristic of dances
dealing with male/female encounters It was simply beautiful.
The program was well integrated with both modern and classical pieces performed by the ten member company It was an exhilerating evening.

With the help of Left Overture, and "instant succes' album released late iast
year, Kansas has built up quite a following. The. Point of Know Return is proof
again that they deserve the recognition and airplay they are receiving.
To all FM listeners: don't close your ears to this album when I tell you that a
few tracks have AM airwave possibilities. It is sophisticated enough for all
connoisseurs of progressive rock, yet accesible to the occasional dabblers in
Pacific Northwest Dance Ballet
Company announces a twelve- the music field, also
This band is indeed progressive rock, and it has an original style. The vocals,
performance season of "Nutcracker"
performed by Steve Walsh, are amazingly clear and strong. the instrumentals
December 15, through the 23rd, at
are dominated by keyboard work, executed by Kerry Livgren and Walsh, along
the Opera House.
with the guitars of Rich Williams and Livgren. A very distinctive part of KanThis third annual presentation will
sas' music is the violin and viola played by Robby Steinhardt. These strings do
be the longest single season of dance
ever given in Seattle. In only two not just "fill in", but have a vital role in the shaping of Kansas' style.
The high points on this album include the title track, "Spider", "Portrait",
years, "Nutcracker" has become a
and "Dust in the Wind".
Christmas tradition just as it has been
The Point of Know return displays the Kansas sound at its best, especially
in New York and San Francisco for
with the many tempo changes that are characteristic of this group. "Spider" is
over 30 year. The lavish production
a short but sweet instrumental featuring the keyboards. Immediately following
involves a company of 150, including
is "Portrait (He Knew", which combines the style of the title track of an earlier
symphony orchestra.
Two dancers of international star album by Kansas, Song for America (a work of genius), and a bit of Foreigner's
rock style. "Dust in the Wind" includes acoustic guitar and nice harmony in
status, Patricia tMcBride and Jeanthe vocals and comes up with the mellowest tune on the album.
Pierre Bonnefous, both principals
The lyrics throughout this album are intelligent, which comes as a relief. Inwith New York City Ballet, will be
stead of lamenting a lost love, which, unfortunately, is a common subject in
special guest artists for the opening
songs, they utilize symbols in creating pictures of people and their thoughts.
night gala benefit.
Patricia McBride has been called
Kansas has put together an original, intelligent album (with a few
by Clive Barnes "The Pride and Joy of words of wisdom thrown in besides) which is one of the best new releases on

American Dance,"

and by Arlene
Croce, "She's merely the most exciting ballerina in America." After
training at the School of American
Ballet, she joined New York City
Ballet when only sixteen, and after
less than a year as soloist, became a
principal at eighteen. She dances
more than forty roles in the New York
City Ballet repertoire, and has had
many created for her, including Hermia in ' "A Midsummer Night's:
Dream," Rubies in "Jewels," Colum"Harlequinade," and a
bine in
leading role in Balanchine's new

"Vienna Waltzes." She is one of the
most in-demand of New York City
Ballet's dancers.
Our happily imported Frenchman"
is the way Clive Barnes described
Jean-Pierre Bonfous when he joined
New York City ballet as a principal
dancer in 1970. Trained at the School
of the Paris Opera Ballet, he joined
the company at 14, and was elevated
to Premier Danseur Etoile at 21.
Mr. Bonnefous has a long list of
European credits including guest appearances with the Kirov and Bolshoi
Ballets. dancing
"Swan Lake" and

the shelves today.

Dave Fisher/More Earotica

Beat the crunch on bad vinyl
Too often today, the albums we buy are not "clean" - voi of clicks and
pops - on both sides. The record companies are charging higher and higher
prices (the average "suggested retail price" is $7.98 and the average selling
price in "discount" stores climbs over $5) It's very irritating after shelling out
hard-earned cash for some new tunes and then listening to static. Too often
the inner sleeves designed to protect the records do just the opposite. With
wrinkled corners, the sleeves make it nearly impossible to remove the disc
without scratching it. Also, the paper is often too stiff and can be hard on the
grooves.
One way to beat the crunch is to buy cassettes or reel-to-reel tapes.
Hwoever, many albums aren't available on reel-to-reel. Cassettes are even
more expensive than records, but may well be worth it. However, tapes do not
allow the inclusion of lyric sheets and other interesting non-music items. Also,
one must have at leats $200 for a decent cassette deck. Please, no one say
"But what about 8-tracks?"
The more practical way to beat the crunch is to buy imports Once you find
a good import store (like "Renaissance records" or "Millenium Music" in Portland, the "Tower Records" store in Seattle, or even - to a lesser extent "Budget" on 6th St, you have a good supply for consistently higher quality
music. Imports are more expensive; they usually range between $6.25 and
$6.75, but are worth it. the imports are pressed on higher quality vinyl. The innere sleeves are usually waxed or plastic-lined and very soft on the record surface. They also usually have rounded corners which can't be wrinkled.
In addition, many groups ( like Italy's Banco) are available only on import
Other groups (like Be-Bop Deluxe) which are now popular domestically, have
their early albums exclusively on imports. Othe groups (like Italy's PFM( are so

"Giselle," and at La Scala, partnering
Carla Fracci in Rudolph Nureyev's
"Sleeping Beauty." He dances most
much better when singing in thier native language. Further, there are more
of the leading roles in New York City
'collector's items" on import. (For example, I saw a French edition of Pink
Ballet's repertoire and continues to
make frequent guest appearances
Floyd's Animals which was pressed on pink vinyl.) Sine Akbyns gave better
covers on import than the domestic editions. (For example Gentle Giant's Ocwith major European companies.
topus has a RogerDean cover on import but not on tne American release)
Pacific Northwest Dance artists
Basically, it all boils down to being willing to pay the extra buck for the exLeslie Peck and Jerry Schwender will
dance the Snow Queen and King for
tra features. I think it's worth it.
the Gala, and then assume the roles
of Sugar Plum Fairy and Cavaliler in
subsequent performances. Other
roles will be danced by company
members, and true to tradition the
children's parts will be taken by real
children, students of the Pacific Northwest Dance Ballet School.
This production of "Nutcracker"
was choreographed by Lew ChristianTHE NUCLEAR NAVY.
sen and remains faithful to the E.T.A
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB,
Hoffman fairy tale,"The Nutcracker
and the King of Mice."
The sumIT'S AN ADVENTURE.
Sold •
ptous costumes and sets are designed
za
Vz block aff Broadw
by Robert O'Hearn with lighting by
Thomas Skelton. Henry Holt conFans of acoustical music, Saturday October 9th was your merit at the
ducts the symphony orchestra.
Nuclear reactors may be the
Paramont Theatre. The double bill included Willis Alan Ramsey, of relatively
"Nutcracker" will open with a
Sixth Ave. United Methodist
power source of tomorrow, but
recent nototiety, and Doc Watson, a traditional favorite of bluegrass enGala, Dec. 15th at 8:00 p.m. Other
Church
they're powering the Navy
performances are schedules for Dec.
thusiasts.
today.
4501 6th., Ave.
The Paramount is a large theater for a single musician with an acoustic
16, 8:00 p.m., a matinee and evening
If you've got the qualificaguitar. Willis Alan Ramsey pulled it off beautifully. His guitar picking was
Dec. 17, at 2:30 and 8:00 p.m., two
Welcomes yoci to our services.
tions, you can be trained in nuskillful; his personal style of country blues very moving, and his voice (the surperformances Dec. 18, at 2:30 and
9:45 A.M. Church School for all aees
clear technology. And serve as
prise of the evening for those whohave only heard his redordings) smooth and
7:30 p.m., and evening Dec. 20, at
11:00 A.M. Woship Celebration
a Mechanical Operator, Electripowerful. A large part of his set was taken from his album, Willis Alan Ramsey
8:00 p.m., two performances Dec. 21,
6:00 P.M. Youth Groups
cal
Operator,
or
Reactor
Control
on Shelter Records, though he did not include his most popular composition,
at 2:30 and 8:00 p.m., an evening
(Jr. High thru College)
Operator. For more information,
"Muskrat Love". The highlight was an impressive acapella rendition of
Dec. 22, at 8:00 p m., and a final
7:30 P.M. Wednesday - Choir
contact:
"Stagger Lee". Ramsey's set was short (45 minutes) but impressive; the
matinee and evening Dec. 23, at 2:30
Rehearsal. Bible Centered Messages
audience loved him. He is certainly a young talent who will warrant our attenand 8:00 p.m.
Evald Leps, Pastor - 759-2314
Gayl
Glascoe,
Dave
Lane,
Buddie
tion in the banjo picking tunes including "Black Mountain rag", and he comFor a free brochure, write: Pacific
Res - cR4-5333
pleted the set with the crowdpleaser, "Tennessee Stud".
Northwest Dance, 4649 Sunnyside Moseley. 6517-6th Ave., Suite 3
Cars will pick you up in front of
114..!. 5e a t tle, Washington Tacoma, WA., 98406 593-6525/6524.
Student Union Build. at 10:45 A.M.
98101.
retlection,on the musicians.

SusanCrumholz/Concerts

Ramsey rocks the Paramount

F5:04TANG6,

383-20 1H '941
USED

RECORDS

3A27-• ROCK • cLAss.
b.v9ht. •
+rioffd

311 So.11'-',' Tacoma
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Diva Joan Sutherland to sing at Seattle Opera
The King of Lahore, Jules Massenet's first great operatic
triumph, will open on Octover 27, with subsequent performances in French on October 29, November 2 and 5.
Curtain time for all international performances sung in
French is 8:00 p m. in the Seattle Opera House.
Adapted from a story in the Hinduepic known as the
"Ma habharaya," The King of Lahoreis a tale of passionate
and tragic love, set in the time of the Sultan Muhamed of
Gazni's invasion of India. Seattle Opera is in the
vanguard of the movement to revive the operas of
Massenet, along with the Metropolitan Opera, San Francisco Opera and Vancouver Opera,wherer this special
production will originate and debut.
Florid, ornamental and extravagant in both opulence
and fantasy, The King of Lahore is representative of the
grand operatic tradition of Paris in the three decades
preceding the turn of this century. The operatic revival of
this little known gem with the husband-and-wife team of
Sutherland and Bonynge is an event that is sure to make
operatic history.
The Seattle Opera debut of The King of Lahore will
spotlight the great Australian diva Joan Sutherland as
Sita. The vocal gifts, dramatic talents and presence of
Miss Sutherland are not only well-known, but revered in
every opera house in the world. Her official debut took
place in her native Sydney in 1947, and she later joined
the Covent Garden Company in London in 1952. Her performance in the title role of Lucia do Lammermoor
brought her international acclaim as "La Stupenda", with
successive engagements at Paris, La Scala and the
Metropolitan Celebrated se, he, het canto <tvle, loan

last season, singing the role of Riccardo in Bellini's

Puritani, marking llyears and 8 operas in performance
alongside Miss Sutherland. This season the Holland-born
Opthof sang Dr. Eisenstein in Die Fledermaus, a role he
has sung over 150 times in San Diego and Calgary. He is
seen in leading aritone roles in all of Canada's major
houses from Toronto to Vancouver, as well as in New
York, Miami and San Francisco.
Completing the international cast is famed Spiro Malas,
a leading bass with the New York City Opera, as Indra and
Ron Stevens, a leading American tenor with the Sydney
Opera House since 1973, as Alim.
Conductiong the International Series performances of
the revival of Massenet's The King of Lahore will be internationally famous conductor Richard Bonynge.
Established as an expert on 18 and 19 century music,
Bonynge is now concurrently serving as Music Director of
the Australian Opera in Sydney and as Artistic Director of
the Vancouver Opera. Bonynge has led many successful
revivals of relatively unknown works including the recent
triumph of Esclarmonde, starring Joan Sutherland at both
the San Francisco Opera and the Metropolitan Opera. He
has conducted at most of the world's other major opera
houses, including Covent Garden, and Paris Opera, as
well as at numerous festivals. He has make many recordings on the London label, several with Miss Sutherland,
as well as recordings of ballet music.
Sets and costumes for this new production will be
designed by Fiorella Mariani with stage direction by Sandro Sequi.
Miss Sutherland's apperarnace is make possible in part
by a generous gift from PONCHO.

Sutherland is in demand as one of the world's finest
recording, television and concert artists of all time
Joining Miss Sutherland will be the renowned Canadian
mezzo soprano Huguette Tourangeau, whose artistry encompasses the demanding roles of Rossini, Bellini and
Donizetti, as well as the subtle delicacies of French opera.
She made a triumphant debut with the Metropolitan
Opera in 1974 in Offenbach's The Tales of Hoffmann,
singing the "trouser" role of Nicklausse. In the following
season at the Metropolitan she protrayed Cherubino in
The Marriage of Figaro, Dorahella in Cosi fan tutte and
Parseis in Esclarmonde, a role she later recorded for London Records with loan Sutherland and Richard Bonynge.
Her name is associated with Golden Age bel canto works
of the Early 19 century and the long-neglected French
theatre music of the few decades later. This last season
Miss Tourangequ starred with major opera houses in Vancouver, Edmonton and San Francisco as well as in Amsterdam and the Netherlands.
Singing the role of Timur is young Metropolitan Opera
bass James Morris. Among his leading roles are Figaro in
The Marriage of Figaro, Ramf is in Aida, Mephistopheles in
Faust and the title roles of Don Giovanni and Boris
Godunov. This past season he also created the role of Don
Alfonso in the world premiere of Pasatieri's Ines de Castro
at the Baltimore Opera. At thirty, the Baltimore-born bass
has been received with equal enthusiasm for his orchestral appearances at the Hollywood Bowl, Chicago's
Ravinia Festival, Wolf Trap and in the Teatro Municipale
of Chile
Portraying the villainous Scindia is the well-known
bassCornelis Opthof, who made his Metropolitan debut

Marc Taslitt's recital, well received here
Let it be known that we at UPS
have a great pianist in our midst. In
his first faclty recital last Friday the
$4, new Professor of piano Marc
Taslitt proved to a packed Jacobson
Recital Hall audience that his
mastery of his art is complete.
With the audience size unprecidented for a recital, even to the
seating of concert-goers on the stage
itself with the artist,Taslitt began
with Bach's Partita in B-Flat Major.

Although there was the slightest
hesitation in the exectution of the
Prelude and Allemande (no doubt attributable to the unusual circumstance of the sudience sseated within
neck-breathing distance), the rest of
the piece was performed with
flawless vigor. The liely spirit of this
Bach work set a warm, friendly tone
for the rest of Taslitt's demanding
evening.

A powerful interpretation of the

Sonata in B-Flat

Major

K-33.1 by

Mozart was followed by the beautiful
Ballade No. 1 in G-Minor Op. 23 by
Chopin. The extrordinary style
exhibited by Taslitt on both pieces
excited the audience, with applause
making it difficult for him to sit down
for the next piece, Andante Spianto
and Grand Polonaise Brilliante, Op.
22, also by Chopin. This work proved
to be the highlight of the evening, wit
h taslitt demonstrating excellent control of tone. His adept f ingers
amazing the audience with their skill .

A joy to the ear was the next work,

Jeux d' Eau (Fountaints( by ravel. Under the hands of taslitt the piece was
serene and timultous at the same
time. Finally came the Mephisto

Waltz by Liszt, and as if that was not
enough, audience response prompted
two encorfes by Taslitt, Toccata by
Poulani, and Scott Joplin's Majestic
rag, a fine end to a fine evening. Certainly taslitt's next recital deserves to
be at least as great a success as this
Let's ho .e it's soon

Movie madness
This week's campus flick is a double feature-Mel Brook's The Producersand
that contemptable classic, Reefer Madness.

THE PRODUCERS
One of the wittiest far out comedies of the last ten years, The Producers
boasts a great comic cast guided by a great comic director. Zero Mostel is
Max Bialystock, a combination Broadwy impressario and lothario, who makes
his living by charming old ladies into investing in his theatrical ventures.
When and accountant (Gene Wilder) inadvertantly shows him a way he can
make a fortune by producing a flop, the two set out to do just that. They find
the perfect play, a musical entitled Springtime for Hitler, described as "a gay
romp with Adolph and Eva." They match their material with the worst
possible cast and the worst possible director. But the play is so incredibly
awful that the opening night audience decides it must be a gigantic put-on,
and they love every minute of it. Knowing that success will be their financial
ruin, the producers desperately set out to sabotage the play. It all leads to an
outcome that is even more insane that what has preceded it. The performance
of the title production number from Springtime for Hitler simply must be seen
to be believed.

REEFER MADNESS
Now outrageously campy, this anti-marijuana film classic of 1936 was
presented to the theatre audiences of that era as a serious expose of the
horrors resulting from the use of MARIHUANA! Directed by Louis Gassnier in
flat, sordid, gangbusters style, the film intermingles a melodramatic tale with
documentary footage provided by the narcos of the 1930s. In the course of the
film, we see immocent young people getting hooked on MARIHUANA! at wild
parties. We see marijuana leading them into sudden uncontrollable laughter,
the hallucinations, emotional distrubances and acts of shocking violence. We
see addicts who always exhale, but never inhale; the accidental murder of a
young girl at a reefer party, and the pitiful courtroom appearance of an addict
who has inevitably been made insane by smoking marijuana. In the words of
the forward to the film:
"The motion picture you are about to see may startle you It would not have
been possible otherwise to sufficiently emphasize the frightful too of the new
drug menace which is destroying the youth of America. MARIHUANA is that
drug - a violent narcotoc - an unspeakable scourge - THE REAL PUBLIC
ENEMY NUMBER ONE!!"
On Saturday Night, The Producers will be shown at 8 pm, Reefer madness
following at 9:40 pm. Sunday, catch The Producers at 7pm, Reefer Madness at
8:40 pm. Note, no Friday night show! Admission to all a mere 25 cents with
ASB card.

L

_

OCTOBERFEST
Celegration-Sat. night
Oct. 22, 7pm-2am
Bring your own "Authentic"
beer stein any size get it
filled 25c
Sauerkraut & Knackwurst
$1.50
Washington State approved I.D. required
524 North K (near campus) 627-3480
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Governance committee submits proposal
Philosophy of Governance

We, the students of the University of Puget
Sound, have faith in the basic ideas and concepts of democracy, and believe that the
University can only be successful when it is a
free marketplace of ideas. Further implied in
this is the belief that only with the combined
decisions of the students, facult, administration and Trustees can democracy be
realized.
The present system of governance at this
University is unfair, stifiling, and inhibiting to
this realization. Students and Faculty do have
vehicles for input, but these vehicles are
inadequate and have not been utilized
satisfactorily. We feel that this situation
should be rectified.

'The present system of governance
at this university is
unfair, stifling, and
inhibiting...'
The logic for these beliefs include the
following concepts:

IN CONFERENCE - Eileen Lawrence and Terry Titmus, driving forces behind the governance Committee's proposal, confer during Tuesday's Senate meeting. Senators David Johnson (far left) and
Rob Cartwright (right) await word

2) Any member of the ASUPS should not
only be allowed, but encouraged to speak at
Student Senate meetings.
a) No one can better represent your
views better than yourself.
3) Each living group be appointed a senator/

It is the Students and Faculty who make
up the essence of the University, for without
either, it would not exist. Other bodies
created to aid and assist the Students and
Faculty should do so with both their consent
and cooperation.
Students are recognized as legal adults in
most states. They accept the responsibility of
voting in public elections, form independent
opinions
and
beliefs,
decide
political
preferences, pattern their futures, and chose
this University as their institution of higher
learning. Because of the importance of this
period in a student's life and because most
policy decisions have a direct effect on
Students, they should have a greater role in
decision making now and in the future.
We feel the combined form of decision
making outlined in our proposal allows for
unified decisions which are more readily
adhered to by those who participated in their
creation. Since this University is of a
manageable size and it emphasizes a personal
education, we feel that the following
proposal is feasible and obtainable.

Student/Student Relationship
1. Enlarge the size of the senate to 20, 10 of
which will be elected in the spring, 10 of
which will be elected in the fall. Reasons:
a)On campus living group distribution
(see proposal #3).
Increased complexity of Student
government.
Better ration of representation.

senators who will report to that group during
its respective meetings. (this includes 4
senators at large who will be responsible to
off campus/annex house students.)
Wider range of input thus a more
representative body..
Informal meetings.
4) Committees
a) Appointment Procedures
Candidates submit a written application or resume'.
All interviews be conducted by
the Evaluations Committee.
Interviews be done on an individual basis with at least four committee members present.
Committee recommends the required number of applicants to the
Student Senate for ratification.
ASUP President serves as a committee member - option 1 - Pres.
chairs...option 2- no delegated chairman.
All decisions on interviews valid
only if a quorum of the committee
is present.
5) Require that the chairman of each Student
Senate Committee send the Executive VicePresident a copy of their agenda before their
respective meeting, when necessary the
agenda item may be opened up to the Student
senate for consideration, by the VicePresident, and the committee members will
be notified about the discussion, in advance.

Representatives to Trustee Committtees be
interviewed in full Student Senate meeting,
after 3-5 finalists have been chosen by the
Evaluation Committee.
Interviews for members of the Board of
Student Communications be done in full
Senate meeting, after 12 finalists have been
chosen by the Evaluations Committee.

proposals
'All
full
in
passed
Faculty meetings
committee
or
meetings which affect the students
shall be subject to
the Student Senate
for consideration
before going into
effect.'
Faculty/Student Relationship
1) Student representatives on Faculty committees and Faculty Senate become nonvoting.
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for more representative government
Faculty and administrative representatives
on Student committees and Student Senate
become non-voting.
a) The General manager become a
non-voting member of Student Senate.

Student (Trustee relationships
The Trustees should act in the manner, in
which the body was created, as a corporate
body and not as ultimate decision maker of
the University.

Views expressed by these non-voting members shall not be recognized as "the official
voice" of either body. Reason:
a) One vote is not sufficient representation.

Matters that will be granted their ultimate
control should be only questions of legal
liability to the University.

The duty of these non-voting members is to
attend the meetings of the committee they
have been assigned to and to decide which
issues or items will be of interest to their
respective body. They hall request an item to
be recorded in the minutes to be sent to their
respective body. Reasons:
Current method of representation is
ineffective and unreliable.
A broader base of representation is
necessary.

Board of Trustees input in the decision
making policy (other than questions of
liability), will be provided to the students and
faculty bodies.
They would act in a judicial manner in a
case of stagnation between the two legislative
bodies. Reasons:
Their role as a lobbyist and judiciary require more active involvement
with university affairs and also require
them to be opened up to the issues so
that fair decisions may be arrived at.
%Greater accessibility is needed

6) The same procedure will apply to any
Student Senate proposals which affect the
Faculty.

a) The students shall have two votes,
one being the ASUPS President, the
other a rotating representative. (following the procedure
outlined in point 1.) Reasons:
This provides broader student
representation.
Gives representatives both continuity and diversity in representation.

Trustees
'The
should act in the
manner in which
they were created,
as a corporate
body, and not as
ultimate decision
the
of
maker
University.'
StudentlAdministraiton Relationship
The power and authority of the administraiton
derives from the students and Faculty.
Therefore:
1) All policy matters are to be initiated by
students and Faculty.
Administrative input on policy matters shall be provided to the student
and Faculty bodies.
Voting priviledges on policy mat-

The debate begins.

5)Student input: All proposals passed in full
Faculty meetings or faculty committee
meeting which affect the students shall be
subject to the Student Senate for consideration before going into effect.
a) The Student Senate shall have the
following options:
Approval of the proposal.
Amendment of the proposal, with
any changes proposed in one body
being subject to the approval by the
other body.
Calling a meeting of the faculty
and the students to gain joint input
and consensus.
An official request for reconsideration.

2) Student representation on the Executive
committee of the Board of Trustees will be
obtained in the following manner:

Student representation will be acquired in the
following manner:
1) Student Representatives to full Board
meetings will be chosen from Student Senate
and TRAIL on a per-meting basis and they
shall have the following responsibilities:
Obtain the Senate's feelings on upcoming agenda items.
In case of more than one representative the single vote shall be divided
among them equally or be decided by
consenseus.
Give a full report to the Senate at
it's next meeting on all matters
discussed that concern the students.
Copies of information received at the
meetings will be made available to
each Senator, by the current
representatives.

ters shall not be granted to administrators (excluding those in dual
positions). Reasons:
Increased interaction between
the University and the adminitration
in the decision making process.
Issues relating to students and
Faculty are of University concern
should not be controlled by the administration.
Because the decisions would
eminate from a more complete
University population the resulting
policy would be more satisfactory to
?II.

Editor's Note:
Printed above is the governance committee's proposal to
the UPSstudent senate. During the next few weeks, the
senate will be considering the proposal.

▪•
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Mike Puckett/Fullbore

Happiness isn't
everything
TO THE NEW YORK YANKEES: Thank you! You made
all my pre-season predictions come true, you've made me
rich and you've made me very happy that I don't have to
listen to Howard any more. May God bless you!
My mother always told me that it didn't matter what I
did in life, as long as I was happy. My high school
baseball coach told me that our team would never get
anywhere, unless we went at it with a team concept in
mind; playing together and getting along together.
AARRGGHH 11 0 1
I hope both of them caught the world series this year.
Yes folks, it was the Yankees, the team that had more
trouble getting together than two overweight people in a
turnstile, that won the series and that totally dominated
the Los Angeles Dodgers Tuesday night.
All the dissension that was brought up over the entire
length of the seaseon can now be laid to rest. It is over
Belive me, Munson will not leave New York, either will
Rivers or Randolph Reggie Jackson will be back and
Steinbreener won't he the great spender, in finding every
and any ball player that will accept his check.
I don't mind saying that I called the shots earlier in the
year when I said_."_ let me say that the New York
Yankees are going to win the World Series. No explanation, they just are The Dodgers will be their opponents in the seven game series, which will only go the
distance of six.
"Jackson will be the MVP of the series, after barely getting through the playoffs because of a cold hat and a few
errors."
Well, they did and he did And Jackson deserved every
bit of the award which was bestowed upon him He's had
countless problems this year and has been downgraded
practically every time he's stepped onto the field. But he
came through when they needed him the most, hitting
three home runs in the final game. I'm sure George Steinbreener got every bit of his 1 5 million worth in 1977
There were some things that I found quite amusing in the
final game of the series:
Steinbreener, the Yankees owner, called Howard Cosell
a "cream puff" during an interview on ABC before
Tuesday night's game. "I really mean what I said,
Howard, you are a cream puff and a lot of us feel that
way about you."
"Us" must have been George and a turd in his pocket,
'cause I sure don't know anyone who thinks Howard
Cosell is a cream puff.
Tuesday morning, the NEW YORK TIMES ran a front
page banner headline saying "Three terrorists kill themselves in jail." That headline was right above another
banner that said, "Yankees; Billy Martin to stay." I'm not
sure whether on had anything to do with the other, but
Robert Merrill, who has sung the national anthem in at
least one game of the world series for the past many years,
still can't remember all of the words. He was caught with
an eye in the song book Tuesday night.
Finally, be Dimaggio (Mr. Coffee, for you ladies out
there) returned to Yankee Stadium Tuesday to throw out
the first ball, after vowing never to set foot on the turf or
in the stands again.

******************
By the way, if you get the chance tomorrow, go to the
game and give a group called the "LOGBOOMERS" your
support. It's the first assemblence of organized spirit on
this campus in quite some time and they invite you, your
voice, hands, feet and anything else you may bring with
you that makes a little noise, to their section to help them
out.
You can't miss them and you may not he able to heat
them so vou might as well loin them

SCORE FOR THE VICTORY-UPS' Steve Norlin attempts a drive towards the goal as the Loggers went on to defeat Lewis
and Clark 2-1.

Loggers rule again
over Simon Fraser

by Jaque Strappe
The University of Puget Sound Loggers to . their road show out of the country last week, and taught the bloody Clansmen of Simon Fraser what football
was all about. Crossing the Canadian border has been bad luck for the Loggers
in the past, as Simon Fraser has beaten UPS twice while at home. This years
game wasn't even close.
The Loggers went to work early this week scoring twice before the first quarter ended. Marching 52 yards in 9 plays, quarterback Ivy Iverson drilled split
end Randy Moon for the six pointer from nine yards out. Brent Wagner added
the extra point and it was 7-0 Loggers. With the UPS defense stopping every
"cheesehead" run, the clansmen went to the air. Waiting was Logger Steve
Levenseller whose interception gave the ball back to offense with only seconds remaining in the first quarter. On the second play for the drive, tailback
Wyatt Baker took the inside handoff and jetted 42 yards for the score. Sprung
from the pack by a super "trap block" the entire offensive line of Jim Adgar,
Dennis Adams, Darrell Haglund, Bill Stout, Fred Grimm and Rich Arena had a
fine day.
Beginning to relax a little too much, the Loggers
put three more points
on the board in the second quarter. These three came from the 32 yard line off
the instep of Junior Brent Wagner.
Following their usual pattern of scoring more points in the second half, the
Logs came out hitting and put 27 more points on the board before it was over
Taking the second half kickoff deep in their own territory, UPS put together
a masterful 82 yard-15 play scoring drive with Baker taking it in from the one
Rising to the challenge of snuffing another great NAIA running attck, the
Logger defense pulled together. The Clansmen, running backs came out of the
game looking worse than a day old piece of "Cheese Strata." The defensive
line, consisting of John CLymo, Bob Ogden, Mark Scott, Ed Raisel, Randy
SI ' vbaugh and Ken Van Buren teamed well with linebackers Mark Madland,
and Mike Lindberg in holding the Clansmen to only 2.5 yards per carry. And as
usual the secondary of Levenseller, Rob Cushman, John Combs, and Paul
James had a fine day allowing only one touchdown through the air, and that
one was an answered prayer.
Closing out the scoring for UPS were mike Wasielewski (the Polish Pounder)
who took the Iverson pass and turned in one of the best runs of the season to
get six points. Pat O'Loughlin, who earlier had two super runs to set up
Wagner's field goal, took this one across from the two. And following Russell
Chin's interception, Iverson went to the air again this time hitting Freshman
Tom Coombs from the five. UPS's own Canadian Ty Morris added the extra
point to make the final 44-12, Loggers.
Coming up Saturday is Chico State. Last season the Loggers were 5-0 before
heading down south where Chico handed them their first loss of the year, 1615. Before last year's Chico game, the Loggers had to deal with a bye the week
before Some said they had too much time to get ripe. That won't be the case
this week as the Loggers must play with one less day of rest for they played
Simon Fraser Sunday and had to start practices Monday.
The Loggers are home for two weeks in a row before they travel to Portland
for their last road game of the year Hope you are already planning to make
the trip. Thank you to those loyal fans who traveled up to Vancouver for a
great Saturday night and the game on Sunday.

Women' s Cross Country Schedule
October 22 B.C. Championships Vancouver, Canada
October 29 UW Invitational Woodland Park
November 5 NCWSA Championships Whitworth, Spokane
November 19 AIAW National Championships Austin, Texas

Intramural Scores
Men's Soccer
A-L
Sigma Chi

2

Beta "A"
Fat City

1
0

Morse House
Todd Hall

0

2

1

4

Beta "A"
ROTC

0

Beta "B"
A-L
Law School
Sigma Chi
Law School
Register

4

Union Pacific
Beta "B"

1
0

Fat city
Register
Sigma Chi
Kappa Sigma

2
1
2
1

1

SAE
A-L

2
2
Men's Football

Legan Eagles
SAE

14
6

Beta
Alpha Schiff Pit

39
0

SAE
Alpha Schiff Pit

38
12

Betas
Legal Eagles

13
6

`OPT

OpY

COPV
WE COPY YOUR
EXISTING LENSES
& REPRODUCE
THEM IN SMART
NEW FRAMES•

lumbion
OOpticvans
Open 5 nnes
and 811 da't Sa t •
STO R

ES

Tacoma Mall.
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UPS wins
and loses
in soccer
The UPS Loggers won and lost in
soccer this weekend, but maintained
a tough outlook on the rest of the
season. Brilliant plays were performed as the mighty Loggers bowled
over Lewis and Clark after having
been defeated by University of Portland the day before.
Saturday's game with Portland
brought some grief for our soccer
fans, even though the final score was
a close 2-1. Portland's Vince Ortega
scored both goals in the first half, one
alone and one assisted by team-mate
Jim Turry. It wasn't until the second
half that the Loggers returned with
their defense, bringing Steve Norlin, a
freshman from Tacoma's own Wilson
High School, into the ranks with a
goal resulting from an unassisted
direct free kick down 20 yards.
Despitg, the pressure, the Loggers
hust couldn't pull it off. UPS soccer
co-captains David Cottler and Earl
Nausid, both played excellent matches, although they couldn't bring
the Loggers to victory.
On Sunday, the Loggers faced
Lewis and Clark, and swept over
them in a clear 2-1 win. Both goals
were kicked by sophmore Hans
Ulland, after receiving a rebound
shot from Terry Greswell. With 32
minutes to play, Franco Serrua had a
penalty kick, but through the quick
plays by Cottler and Nausid, the ball
was recovered to finalize the game at
2-1. Also receiving congratulaions
was goalkeeper Mark Campbell.
AGGRE SSION PA YS Oft-tor Gary Culbertson as he kicks the ball away from opponent in last weekends
soccer wn over
Lewis and Clark

photos by mike puckett
LOGGER VICTORY-propelling towards a Logger win, this unidentified booter
assisted his teamates in their 2-1 victory

ii'4,10'60AL.S

Wirs.'- oh a forceful nudge and a mean expression, hans Ulland controlled the ball

rciwards one of his two victorious goals.
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Men's cross
country loses
A strong individual performance by senior team captain Steve Miner and a weaker than usual team showing
were the main elements of the Logger cross country
team's participation in the Western Washington Cross
Country Invitational.
Miner, a graduate of Wilson High in Tacoma, covered
the somewhat slippery 5-mile course along Lake Padden
in 25:30 for a seventh-place finish. His lead was brief,
though, as the front pack of Him Hennessey, Mark Anderson, Rob Lonergan, and eventual winner Toby Suhm started moving away at about the mile mark.
Most of the rest of the Logger runners performed at
their expected levels, but stomach cramps to normally
strong senior Brian Brouillet removed any chance of a
conapetitiveteam finish. Coach Renfro felt that the reason
for Brouillet's difficulties was the previous Tuesday's
workout: "I overworked him on Tuesday—to the point
where he wasn't able to recover in time for the meet. The
whole team has shown a need for hillwork, but I guess we
shouldn't try to climb Mt. Rainer in one 2-hour workout."
Seattle Pacific, PLU. and Everett Community were
among the teams able to register victories over the usually
strong Logger distance runners. A re-computation of the
final results with Brouillet finishing a theoretical sixth
(based on a previous performance on the course), would
move the Logger team finish to fourth. The Loggers will
have a chance to improve their team showing this
weekend here in Tacoma as they compete in the PLU Invitational at Fort Steilacoom Park. That meet will allow
them a rematch with Western, Central, Seattle Pacific,
and PLU as well as giving competition from Pacific and
Willamette Universities.
TEAM SCORES: 1. Simon Fraser 49,2. Highline CC 53,3.
Western Wash. 90, 4. Central Wash. 180, 5. Seattle Pacific
204, 6. PLU 222, 7. Everett CC &Freedom Flowers 235, 9.
UPS 241, 10. Skagit Valley 254.
INDIVIDUALS: 1.Toby Suhm (Central), 24:30; 2. Rob
Lonergan (SPU), 24:31; 3. Jim Hennessey (una), 24:35; 4.
Mark Anderson (HCC), 24:39; 5. Bob Walls (HCC), 25:00; 7.
Steve Miner (UPS), 25:30; 33. Brian Mayer (UPS), 27:02; 41.
Scott Nichols (UPS), 27:16; 78. Edwin Nieves (UPS), 30:15;
82 Dan Iohnson (UPS), 31:47

(

Water polo undefeated

by Cheryl Harrison
In volleyb a ll last week, the UPS women's team played
five matches the first being Wed Oct. 12 against Wenatwho led the pack in points, averaging chee Valley C.C. The other four were in tournament play
This fall's sports season included a
at least 5 points a match. The two at CWSU last weekend.
straight 9 game winning streak for the
The women played Wenatchee in their longest match
goalies, Rick Unrue and Jeff SevenUPS water polo team. Coach Dan
son, kept their oponents' away from (timewise) to date before finally defeating them in five
Seelye and the rest of the squad, fired
the goal and assisted in the team's games. The final scores were, 15-10; 13-15; 11-15; 15-9;
through a series of matches with Cenwinning season. At the forward and 15-7. The scores seem to bear out coach Wilson's
tral Washington State, PLU, Highline
position, Mike McGoorty, dropped 2- comments which were "Team play was sporadic . . .
Community College and several of
3 goals a game, while Brain Boettcher sometimes the backcourt had trouble staying alert when
the nearby Tacoma and Puyallup
added in the defense. the opponent had the ball."
high schools, towards their final matAs usual, the team's strong serving was the key to winCongratulations Loggers on as exch of the season with WSU this
cellent water polo season and good ning with 28 aces (non-returnable serves). Individually,
Saturday.
Alice Sigurdson had 10 aces while Bebe Adams had 8.
luck tomorrow against the Cougars.
Some of the teams outstanding
There were almost as many aces as successful spikes
players are Vic Swanson, a freshman,
which numbered 27 while Karen Esary and Adams each
had 8 kills apiece.
Last Friday saw the start of a weekend tournament at
Central Washington State University and the women's first match was against Seattle University. In the best of 3
games, (as opposed to the best of 5 games in regular
season play) the women out played Seattle 2 games to 1.
The scores were, 7-15; 15-10; and 15-4. Also on Friday, the
spikers met with the University of Washington. In 2
straight games, U of W defeated UPS, 5-15 and 7-15.
On Saturday, the volley ball team came up with one
win and one loss. The victory was against Western
Washington State University in three games. UPS took
This year's UPS women's cross country track team placed third in the annual the first game, 15-10, dropped the second on 7-15 and
University of Washington Triangular Meet held last Saturday at Woodland came back to win the final game in overtime 17-15.
Park in Seattle. They were beaten by UW and PLU who had scores of 17 and 68 Against their next opponent (Pacific Lutheran University)
points. next to the Loggers 82. It was felt that the UW's victory over the two the spikers lost the match 2-0. The scores were 9-15 and 2other teams was due to the fact that they have a larger team to work with, 15.
Reflecting on the weekend, Coach Wilson stated, "The
therefore increasing their chances of higher scores and better times.
Individually, UPS cross country team rode in third place, with Becky Skelton PLU garqes were dissappointing," and that she's looking
placing fourth with a time of 19:26, while Washington's Rainey Roetman cam forward to a rematch. Also, "There were nice long rallies
e in first with 18:04. The rest of the UPS crew had the following scores and which gave the team an opportunity to work out some of
the positioning problems experienced in earlier matches."
ratings: Renee Truckees, 19:59, rated eighth; Betty Andrews, 2:20, 19th; Anne
Serving and passing continued to be excellent while Alice
Darnell, 24:49, 25th; Colleen MacKinney, 25:59, 26th; Eva Kubinsky,
27:28„28th and finally Lisa Keylor 28:08, 29th. When asked how the team per- Sigurdson consistently had strong serves (11 aces during
sonally felt about the meet, they concluded that they were generally pleased the weekend). Bebe Adams also had some good hits.
with their improvement in times and enthusiasm. Even though UPS hasn't Finally, Wilson expressed concern in that the backcourt
placed first every meet, the important aspect for them is their development as seemed to be weak in picking up strong hits. The women
came in second in their pool at the tournament.
a team and effort to better their times.

Triangular meet proves
hill for women's track

WE ARE OPEN FOR
SAT. OCT. 22

HOMECOMING

9AM-1 :30P
GIFTS
CHILDRENS BOOKS
T-SHIRTS
PAPERBACKS
(IMPRINT MACHINE)
CALENDARS
POSTERS
BEST SELLERS
UPS ITEMS
IGIFT BOOK SALE
AND MUCH MORE!

SPECIAL!
$5.00 DISCOUNT
ON
BALFOUR RINGS

HELPERS FOR MIDTERM
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Dictionaries
Flash cards
201 verbs
Verb wheels

What many have been asking
for! The all-in-one contact lens
solution-in the drug dept.

Women spikers go
for action

STUDENT AIDS
Barnes & Noble Outline Series
Cliff Notes
Plaid Program Learning Aids
Schaums Study Books

DICTIONARIES
American Heritage
Websters New World
Word Finders
Tabers Medical
Blacks Law
Gochran's Law Lexicon
Rogets Thesauras
EDUCATION STUDENTS
Fearon Teachers Aid
Spice Series

UPS BOOKSTORE

TERM PAPER WRITING
Form & Style in Thesis
Writing
The Term Paper
Students Guide for Writing
Papers
MLA Style Sheet
MISCELLANEOUS
Pre-law handbook
CPA exam review
CLEP -LSAT-MAT
GMAT
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Guidance offered
A new brochure with a special introductory offer for 12 self-guidance
and carrer publications for undergraduate women has been
released to colleges and universities
by Catalyst. The booklets enable
young women to consider fields that,
at managerial and professional
levels, have been traditionally male dominated.
The series includes two selfguidance workbooks, "Planning for
Career Options" and "Launching
Your Carrer" and 10 in-depth career
information booklets, "Have You
Considered-" government and
management,
industrial
politics,
retail
engineering,
finance,
management, accounting, sales,
restaurant management, insurance
and banking.
The self-guidance workbooks help
undergraduate women evaluate their
abilities and interests in relation to
the career and lifestyle options open
to them and provides important pointers on resume writing, successful interview techniques, on campus job
recruitment and job sources.
The career booklets cover the
spectrum of positions within specific
professional fields, educational
preparation, the employment
outlook for the next decade and case
histories of successful women.
The brochure was directed to thir-

ROCK ON- Theta and Phi Delt members Terry Gresswall, Christine Day, Rod Chiarovano and Lynn Roser staged a
25 hour rock-a-thon to raise money for pledge dance. Nearly 200 dollars are anticipated if all pledges can be
collected.

U.N. week approaches

UPS model U.N. prepares
United Nations Day, celebrated on
October 24, is rapidly approaching!
UPS is taking an active part in ohcervance of this special day. The
Tacoma UN Society is extending an
invitation to all UPS students to
atend it s week-long observance, october 24-30. To highlight UN Day an
ethnic dinner is planned for 6:30 p.m.
in the Crystal Ballroom of the Winthrop Hotel, 776 Commerce Street.
Following the dinner, Dr, Giovanni
Costigan, well-known Professor of
History, will speak on a most timely
issue - "Human Rights."
The :last to the public will be $5.25 for
the dinner, which will be limited to
235 reservations. Advance
registration can be obtained by senthe reservation
ding a check to
Edna Franklin or Irene
chairman •
Norton, 3519 North Shirley, Tacoma,
Wa. 98407 by October 21. Other
features of the week include a talk:
"A Look at Eastern Europe, Behind
the Iron Curtain" by Or. George and
Adrianna Hess at Tenzler Library
meeting room, Wednesday, October
26, 8 p.m.
Special events for UN Week will
also take place on the UPS campus.
the Model United Nations Program is
an active organization at UPS, under
the direction of Dr. Heppe of the
Political Science Department. On
Friday, October 28, two area high
schools, Wilson and Fife, will participate in a mock Security Council
session which will be hosted by the
UPS Model UN group. Approximately
50 students will have the chance to
gain actual experience in how this
facet of the UN operates. All UPS
students are invited to observe the
students in action in the basement of
Kilworth Chapel from 10 a.m.
UPS is one of the many campuses
participating in the Model UN of the
Far West. The model UN group at
each member school begins in the
fall to prepare for the ghighlight of
the year - the annual spring conference. At the meeting which met
last Friday, officers were elected for
this year's executive staff to
represent UPS The new officers include Matt Kelleher and Eileen
Lawrence - Co-chairmaen; Chris
Meyers - Finance, Robyn Sclair Chairman of Correspondence, Rhon
da Bellinger and Karey Thorne,
Publicity; and Lynda Williamson,
Parliamentarian.
Last year, UPS students travelled

South to U.0 San Diego, meeting
with over 1500 students from 100
schools on the west coast for the
spring regional conference. Each
school is assigned a UN member
country which they will represent at
the conference. Student participants
research their countries extensively
and prepare themselves in the rules
of UN procedure for months before
attending the conference. Carrie
Mayes, who attended last year's
sesson noted, "If they are not well prepared they will learn extremely
fast - the hard way." She also adds
'General debates are held, and
caucus meetings may last into the
wee hours of the morning, and rather
heated, substantive speeches are
provoked in the character of the
countries they represent. Occasionally delegates can get irritated

or annoyed to the point of walking
out of the meeting."
The conference does require a lot
of time and effort from students,
however, those becoming seriously
involved in the study, the prepartion
and the serious attempt to grapple
with issues in Committees and Councils can find immense educational
and intellectual reward. A delegate
not only learns the problems of one
nation, but also the procedures of the
UN in dealing with problems and
policies, and by participating in a
model which very closely resembles
the actual United Nations.
This year Seattle university is
hosting the spring regional conference at the Washington Plaza. UPS has
been assigned to represent the
Republic of Ireland.

Editor's note: The following article is the first of a weekly
column concerned with how Christian issues affect UPS
students. It is written on a rotating basis by the five students which comprise Agape Christian Fellowship's executive
committee.
Students attending Agape have been searching for answers to the question of "What is a Christian?" during the
last two weeks. Small group discussions during one
meeting suggested the a Christian was not someone who
just believed in God, went to church, or was brought up in
a Christian home. Criteria of that nature was hardly mentioned. Most groups concluded that there was not an easy
answer to the question of what a Christian is.
Last week's speaker, Bill Sims from First 4ovenant
Church, addressed himself to the same question. His
remarks focussed on what Christ asked people to do who
wanted to follow Him. The rich young ruler was told in
addition to keeping the commandments, he was to sell all
he had and give to the poor and follow Christ (Mark
10:21).When Jesus called his disciples He required them to
leave all that they had, family, livelihood and possessions,
in order to follow Him (Luke 5:2-11).
Sim's words were challenging to many and indicated
that being a Christian was more than a matter of personal
ethics or behavior. Being a Christian means being willing
to do anything which God calls His people to do Part of
what a Christian is is determined by his attitude toward
Christ's lordship over him.
Immediately two questions come to mind: What is the
correct "Christian" attitude, and why be a Christian if it's
so difficult? All that God asks of us can be summarized in
one word: perfection. "You, therf ore, must be perfect as
your heavenly Father is perfect." (Matt. 5:48). What is
one's normal response if a professor, boss or parent
demands perfection? It does not take most long to say,
"Forget it, do it yourself it you're going to be that picky."
Yet, as Christians, we do not say that to God. Our response to God is one of trying to be Christ-like with the
realizations that we will undoubtedly fall short of the goal
and sin as man alw, ys has.
It is at this point that the heart of the Christian message
is heard. God's love for man is so great that He has sent
His son, Jesur Christ, to save the world, to pay the penalty
for our sins. We are told to believe this, to repent, and
humbly ask forgiveness for those sins.
This process of believing, repenting and asking
forgiveness continues throughout our natural lives. Each
time the process is completed, God willingly manifests
His love for us and asks us to sin no more. Ultimately,
when a Christian dies, he is then completely restored to
God, and thus achieves the perfection which God asks.

Lives". There are three films bein,
offered: "The Labor Movement in the
United States", "The Labor
Movement of Latin America" and
"What it means to be a Male in our
Society".
A ceramics sale will be held from
4:30-7:30 in the SUB lounge. "Gone
With the Wind" will be aired at 6:30
in McIntyre 006, and square dancing
will be held from 7:30-10:30 in the
Women's Gym. Sunday morning
there will be brunch in the SUB.
Parents will be notified of the activities via brochures being sent out
by the Dean of Students next
weekend. If your parents have not
received a brochure by November 3
contact Ivy Goche in the Dean of
Students office.

Sex
UPI-The popularity of unmarried
couples of the opposite sex living
together has risen 83 percent in the
past seven years ... according to a
study released today by the
population reference bureau .
The Bureau says that figure
represents nearly one million
couples.
•.

..

The Associated Political Science
Students are pleased to announce
their first annual Halloween party.
Interested participants should meet
7:30 pm, Friday, October 28 for a
caravan to the secret location. Come
dressed as your favorite political
figure, bring a $2.130 donation, and
BYOB. Call X42 ,- for more information.

What is a Christian?

by Melissa Berg

,, ■ ,,,

Interested Seniors: Important June
Commencement meeting MONDAY,
OCTOBER 24, 3:00 pm in President
Phibbs' office. Commencement
speakers will be discussed and
themes developed.

Box of rain

Parents weekend
is coming
Parent's Weekend is coming. This is
the weekend when students, their
parents and the community have an
opportunity to participate together in
a variety of activities. The weekend
activities are scheduled for November 11-13 and are sponsored by the
Dean of Students, Academic Affairs
and the Womens Studies Departments.
The activities are kicked off
Friday, November 11 at 8:30 pm with
a fondue party and bluegrass band in
the SUB lounge. Saturday morning at
8:30 offers a coffee get-together at
President Phibbs' home, followed by
a presentation from 10:00-11:30 by
Theodore Roszak and his wife. After
the Roszak presentation there will be
salmon bake in the Great Hall.
Students who have meal tickets can
sign up for the salmon bake instead
of the regular Saturday brunch, and
those students who do not have
tickets can purchase tickets for the
salmon bake for $2.50.
On Saturday afternoon there will
be a variety of workshops and films
presented around campus for those
students and parents who do not attend the football game at 1:30.
The workshops offered will deal
with "Liberal Education and how it
Affects our Lives Today","The
Meaning of Work", and "The
Economy and How it affects our

ty-five thousan college and university
student and career counselors,
placement
officers,
presidents,
deans, administrators, "women's
studies" faculty, and managers of
libraries and bookstores. The mailing
was also sent to junior and community colleges, and public and corporate libraries.
Catalyst is a national nonprofit
organization that helps women
choose, launch and advance their
careers.
Booklets ar available to students
at $1.95 each.
For further information, write:
Catalyst, 14 East 60th Street, New
York, New YOrk 10022
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EDITORIAL

Mouseketeers?
Student government at UPS has a bad
image. Look at the evidence. Less than one
third of the students bothered to vote in the
last week's ASUPS election. Sign-up sheets for
student senate committees are virtually empty.
Apparently students view ASUPS not as a
legitimate decision making body, but as a part
time social group responsible only for
organizing dances, films, refrigerator rentals,
and other trivial items-the so called "mickey
mouse"aspects of university life.
ASUPS officers and senators, however, wear
mouse ears not by choice, but by design. That
is, the problem with the student senate is not
the senators and officers themselves, but is
inherent in the organization of the senate, in
the position of the senate in the university
community. As presently structured, the
senate is neither an adequate medium for
student expression nor an effective channel for
student input. With a weak voice, the senate is
impotent.
All of this may soon change. The senate now
has the opportunity to shed its mickey mouse
club image. Last year, the senate appointed a
governance committee to review the senate's
organization and to examine the senate's
position in the university. The result of this endeavor, the governance committee's proposal,
is now oeing conswerea oy me senate. (tor
those not familiar with the proposal, it appears
on pages eig:It and nine of this TRAIL issue.)
The committee has certainly suggested a
radical ci),r1ge in the governance of the
university. The proposal boldly, yet correctly,
at that the "present system of governance
Pt this university is unfair, stifling and
xiphibiting.." As a remedy, the committee
r-prcposal ,red dines not only the role of the
student senate, but cis° the role of the faculty,
administration, ..Ind trustees in the university
decision process.
The proposal is not without its problems.
Before the senate can approve the w toposal
and pass it to the faculty, terms such as 'policy
decisions', and 'legal liability' must be defined.
The senate must hammer the proposal into an
unambiguous, workable resolution. This will
take time, thought, and enthusiasm. What is
important, though, is that the process has
begun. The first steps have been taken.
Perhaps ASUPS will soon be a senate and
not a mickey mouse club. Perhaps soon,
students will elect representatives and not
mouseketeers.
Jim Duggan
Managing Editor

Spirit shouldn't
include spirits
U.P.S. Homecoming Spirit is not to include the use of
spirits at the football game tomorrow in Baker Stadium.
Complaints concerning the blatant use of alcohol at the
initial home football game have been registered with the
Safety/Security Office. Consumption of alcohol is such
an unlicensed, public place presents a violation of local
ordinances as well as creates a nuisance for nonconsumers in attendance at games.
In an effort to control unauthorized use of alcohol in
Baker Stadium, signs prohibiting alcohol use will be
posted near entrance gates, gate workers and police officers will deny persons possessing alcohol entrance to the
stadium and, finally, police officers will confront all persons who are seen with alcohol inside of the stadium.
Police officers have expressed concern regarding uncooperative students who were contacted by the officers
in connection with alcohol use at the last home game.
From Safety/Security

Carlos N. Thomas/A word about...

"Student leaders are too
rare"
It would be niether fair 'nor accurate to suggest that last week's
column is a complete reflection of
student government. Good points
exist, but the primary fault is not in
what student governments do, but in
what they don't do.
Three things are essential to a
student government that is dynamic
in it's dealings with the world as a
whole-responsible leaders, a responsible student body, and an overall
concern for issues of pertinance to
more than the standard of college
life.
Responsible
public
officialsstudent leaders--are too rare. Most
often, student leaders do not possess
the key qualities of true leadershumility, compassion, and foresight.
The first two are rather simple,
meaning that a leader has the
wisdom to understand his special
responsibility to remain unpretentious in what are often pretentious
surroundings, and the faith in his
fellows where by he understandstheir
needs and wants, without fawning or
a blind eye.
But it is foresight that is essential.
A true leader knows that no matter
how large his mandate, he is charged
with the task of making decisions
based on the simple facts that things
are not always what they seem; that
they are not always as they appear;
and that things are not going to
remain as they are.
As the leader makes decisions, he
recognizes that he must look ahead,
and weigh the outcome in the future
of acts today.
The leader need not be a mystic to
do this He must simply understand
that to grow is to act and experience,
and growing is too important to be
neglected for popularity or more
votes.
Often he must force people to
follow. He knows he will not always
be popular, and had his decisions will
not always be readily accepted. He

seeks wise counsel where he can, and
is honest about his mistakes as well
as his triumphs.
Student government leaders know
that students must grow now, when
they are in a position to exercise their
minds and bodies without the
inhibitions of income• or marrage, or
other such ties. The educational institution, the leader knows, means
an education of the spirit as well as
the mind.
What must the student do, as an
equal partner in student government?
He must stay imformed about his
total environment, not just his averag
-e daily contacts. He must understand that the acts of student leaders
are acts reflecting on the general
student body. He must recognize the
larger responsibility to a world he will
soon inherit. If he wants it to work
right, he knows he must start now
The Advocate-last year's 'underground' newspaper at UPSproved that students can bring pertinent issues to the fore with intellegent forcefullness. There is no
question that these people played
fast and loose with facts, but they
did realize the responsibility they
possessed for speaking out to imform others of issues that may have
otherwise been ignored by a complacent student body. Where are they
now?
Students and student leaders must
crawl out from under the cloud of
self-interest, and accept the larger
responsibilities of adults, which they
are_
Administrators and community
members will always look upon
students-and student government-as
immature and powerless, because
they know that knowledge is power.
And knowledge is not gained solely in
class rooms or on dates or at football
games.
Knowledge is becoming informed
and involved in statehouse bills that
pertain to college people, such as last

year's marijuana decriminalization
bill.
Knowledge is discussing and
protecting the right of a free press, be
it student press or the public media.
Knowledge is assisting in the extablishment of a university-wide,
student government led community
action program.
Knowledge is to open this institution to all the people of the
community, because of a recognition
that eduction, and entertainment are
a life-long experience.
Involvement by students and their
government in community and state
issuses, and involvement in community volunteer programs is an experience that is vital to all members
of this society. Student government
should co-ordinate with the University and local agencies to provide
these opportunities, and students
must seek out these opportunities as
a real means of growth.
The rewards are not financial.
Sometimes, there is no visible reward
at all.
But to those who have reached out
beyond themselves and participated
in their total environment, the reward
is known.
It is a growth of the soul, an
education of the spirit that expands
the mind in ways few consider
possible without some alchoholic or
drug-related inducements.
Student governments should lead
the way in making students a responsible part of their society.
For the student who endlessly
complains that "there is nothing to
do", the answer is in responsible civic
and community debate and service,
of vast variety. They should demand
it of their government-and of themselves.

Annex environment disrupted
by R.I. Secor
Bart Hawkins is one of those sensitive, perceptive individuals that
books and movies call attention to,
hi , ' who are largely ignored in real
life. Bart and I were roommates last
year in Owens House, an annex
house near the SUB. Owens is a
comfortable old house, characterized with an electrical system that
pre-dated the first world war (strange
how I date things in terms of wars).
Bart's presence, combined with the
'arty' construction of Owens , along
with its characteristic flora, made my
junior year a truly memorable one.
Bart's description of the house is as
follows: "Owens House, as of last
Year, was blessed with the presence
on its grounds of a holly tree, a lilac
bush, a large, productive apple tree,
and enormous rhododendron and a
number of other smaller bushes."
One can imagine Bart's (a biology
major with minor in Spanish) surprise
to return this fall to find the property
lacking most of its plants and trees.
In a letter to President Phibbs, dated
October 3, 1977, Bart described,
"...the apple tree has been removed,
as have the rhododendron and most
other bushes at Owens House except
for the lilac) which is scrawny and
could bear pruning) and the holly.
Granted, there was one bush in front
of Owens that needed removal for insect infestation; however, I refuse to
believe any such justification existed
for any of the other plants there. I

know better. I lived there."
In the same letter Bart went on
to describe our neighbor's House:
"The adjoining house, which was
then owned by Mrs. Sandahl,
similarly had a very pleasant fenced
yard with roses, flowering perennials,
a very productive plum tree and
other plants as well as a small artificial pond. Both houses (Owens
and Sandahl), although old, had an
atmospere of comfortable tradition."
Bart continued, "The neighboring
yard has been destroyed. No trees or
bushes remain in the back yard at all,
nor does the pond or the fence
remain. Only the poplar (which is far
too big to remove) remains of the
bushes in the front. I was horrified at
the new aspect of Sandahl House under the "care" of UPS. It has since
come to my notice that Mrs. Sandahl,
former owner of the house, was
distressed to find it in its present state
of barren sterility when she returned
not long ago to see it. She had
previously been very enthusiastic
about the sale of her house to UPS,
since in her mind it meant endowing
the students with a pleasant place to
live. No doubt its appearance at
present was even more of a shock to
her than it was to me and my former
housemates and friends...I cannot
believe that this University believes
in wanton destruction of plants simply to enable lawn mowers to more

easily invade 'UPS property, but this
appears to be the case."
Ray Bell replied in a letter dated
October 12. "Like you, I have a keen
interest in the physical appearance of
the campus. I also, however, must
balance this consideration with the
available financial resources of the
University. In the past four years the
University has acquired approximately 20 annex houses to bring
its total ownership to 45 houses. In
that period of time the University has
not added any personnel to the Plant
Department, instead choosing to
allocate its new resources to the instructional program of the University.
For the Plant Department, this has
meant more work to perform with the
same number of staff. For our annex
houses it has become physically impossible to retain the plants and trees
and all their associated gardening
problems. For these reasons we have
chosen our present policy of making
it as easy as possible for lawnmowers
to do their necessary mowing )
Yes indeed, costs have gone up.
Last year's $400 increase was about
as subtle as a kick in the groin. And I
suppose funds for education should
have a higher priority than funds for
the appearance of the University. I
certainly hope that this is the case,
considering President Phibb's new
greenhouse and the condition of
various departmental budgets.
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Dave Hegnauer/Acid Lips

"Fortunately the ERA
will fail"

Your grandfather has your job

by Jeff Jahns
The Congress of the United States
is once again exhibiting its inability
to fathom what the populace desires.
Last week, leading House Democrats
began a move to allow the Equal
Rights Amendment more time to gain
ratification. The proposal would extend until 22 March, 1981, the
deadline for ratification of the
E.R.A., which states that "equality of
rights under the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the U.S. or by
any state on account of sex." The effort has the support of House
Speaker "Tip" O'Neill, as well as
E.R.A. supporters Reps. Elizabeth
Holtzman and Barbara Jordan.
Attorney General Griffin Bell has
already stated that the constitutionality of the proposed extension is being studied, and it has been
hinted that President Carter would
support the extension.
All of this is occuring in total
neglect of the reason for the seven
year limitation It was felt in 1972
that 7 years was an appropriately sufficient time increment for the amendment to gain ratification. For the
Congress to attempt an extension
completely ignores this argument ..
Why was 7 years sufficient in 1972
and not enough time now? The answer is clear. The E.R.A. is going
down to defeat. The E.R.A. people
know this, and have decided to
change the rules before the game ends.
The people have spoken through
their state legislatures,and the result
must be accepted if the Constitution
is to mean any thing.
The E.R.A. is three states shy of
ratification. If it is constitutional to
rescind a ratification (which has not
been legally decided), then the E.R.A.
needs six states. Either way, the
amendment will fail.
The main problem with E.R.A. is its
vagueness. What does "equality",
"rights", or "sex mean? The courts
will be required to define these terms,
if definition is realistically possible.
Thus, laws regulating marriage, the
care and custody of children, divorce
and alimony will be decided by
unelected political appointees rather
than by state legislators and
ultimately the people Once again,
personal freedoms will opt for our
governmental control. The difference
this time is that government will get
its hold on the family. What better

means for controlling the masses?
Once the family is controlled by
government, the mind soon follows.
Fortunately, whether or not
Congress gives the extension, the
E.R.A. will fail. As a result, society
and the family will finally have
gained a victory against governmental interference and intrusion. Let us
hope that those responsible in government will take heed.

SPURS that
don't jingle
jangle
by Lynda Williamson
There seems to be a great deal of
confusion: SPURS, what are they?
Contrary to all you've been told
throughout your life, SPURS are
not anappendageaf a cowboy boot;
nor are they used on horses. Rather,
a SPUR is a sophomore who's purpose is to bring a grin to your face
and offer a service to the campus.
The SPURS are characteristically
seen wearing blue and gold on Wednesdays, their meeting day. The
SPURS offer such services as activities with exceptional children, birthday cakes and singing telegrams.
They also act as campus hostesses
for Parent's Weekend, Graduation
and various conventions. The Candlelighting celebration and Christmas
Banquet are campus favorites
brought to you by the SPURS.
You can send-a-song for any occasion to a friend on-campus for fifty
cents. If the occasion is a birthday,
SPURS will bake, decorate and
deliver a cake for the occasion for
$6.50
How can you find a SPUR, order a
cake, or request a song? Check with
the SUB Information Center or call
their president, Cindy Thompson, at
x4275; or their trusty treasurer, Ginney Rooney at x4238; or contact
SPUR Senior Advisor Mrs. John Finney .
Now the confusion has been
dispelled and you can say you know
the truth about SPURS.

The Federal Government just made a
mistake (so what's new); the same mistake that
California recently made.
A proposal just passed through Congress
which prohibits all but the most miniscule U.S.
companies from forcing employees to retire
before the age of 70.
A similar legislative package was passed in
California in September and endorsed by
Governor Brown. California's mistake won't
take effect until January but the confusion is
already mounting.
The twin federal legislation just bouncing
out of the Senate (it passed in the House 359 4)
will create the same problems on a national
level. Introduced by Rep. Claude Pepper (0Fla.) the proposed law will affect, in complex
form, areas from pension funds, Social
Security and promotion practices to job
security, Medicare and job opportunities.
As students, and therefore potential members of the working force, the passage of this
law only becomes devastatinglyapparent after
one scratches the surface.
Outwardly, the new law appears to have
some wonderfully positive aspects. It will
allow the continuation of careers for those
who are close to the mandatory retirement age
of 65 and thus the continuation of established
practices. George Burns boasts that he still had
pimples at 65 and Col. Sanders didn't begin his
chicken empire until that magic age,
The law could also very well bail out the
Social Security mess at least temporarily.
Social Security is looking at the prospect of
another five year's income from those who
would normally begin drawing their checks in
that time. Unless they quit work, employees
would not be able to collect their checks until
they are 72. At 72, they can collect even
though working and they stop paying into the
fund.
A whole generation of scholars anticipating
graduation in the next few years will find it increasingly difficult to find suitable jobs. Obviously, the job shortage situation will occur
even if the legislation had failed, but the implications of the mandatolry retirement
legislation multiply the problems immensley.
It has the potential to reduce the jobs
available for young people by 2.5 million in
just 5 years and hiring and promotion of young
workers will take a back seat to the experience
and established credibility of the older employees.
The administration at this University,
pleasingly enough, demonstrated a real concern and attacked the issue with letters and
memorandum to legislators. President Phibbs'
office has generated literature demonstrating
-

concern not only for the student's needs in
career opportunities but also in the University's desires. Aside from the impact the new
law will have on the job market for students it
seems the main thrust of the administration's
concerns lies in the fact that they will be
unable to rid the University of deadwood
faculty members via retirement. By not being
able to force the retirement of unwanted 65
year-old faculty, the University is incapable of
hiring young educators to fill the vacancies
normally left by the retirees.
The University must, therefore, put up for
another five years with the below average
displays of ineptitude by faculty members
who simply decide to ride their salaries to
retirement and give little thought to upgrading
their courses.
Although there are steps to effect the
removal of tenured faculty, it is such a tedious,
time consuming and degrading process that
the attitude of the UPS Administration in
recent years has been one of "wait till they
retire". Now, with another five years to look
forward to they may be forced to rethink their
strategy.
Naturally it would be advantageous to clear
the ivyed halls of incompetent oldsters whose
salaries have climbed through the years and
replace them with new-thinking, ideagenerating youngsters whose untenured
salaries carry a minimal price tag.
The problem runs two directions though. Of
course the administration of every institution
is looking out for its financial self, and that is
the way it should be, but in this instance they
are also looking out for the students' needs.
Hiring younger, more relative faculty,
although at a fractional price, to replace mundane, unobtrusive educators whose main interest is a fat pension, can only help.
As the Senate passed the law, though,
tenured college educators and businessmen
qualified to collect 20 thousand dollar pensions are exempt. The House, however, slid the
law through with no ammendments or corrections.
I would like to believe, and I think I can
without too much reservation, that the administration of this school has, for whatever
reason (be it monetary, for student concerns or
whatever) done their damndest to stop this
legislation. I've read their letters to Warren
Magnuson, Norm Dicks and others and,
frankly, I can't disagree with them.
When I am through here at UPS, even
though I may have to wrest a career from
someone's cane weilding grandfather, I may
even thank the UPS administrators for their efforts.
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Dinner &
Party

The sleuth
arrives

Activities calendar
Friday, October 21 Class of '27: 50 year reunion
Career/Grad School Lecture, Law, L 134, 12-1:30 p.m.
Inside Theatre, Sherlock Holmes, A New Adventure, 8
p.m. faculty and students $2, public $3.
Women's VB @ Seattle University, 6 p.m.
Homecoming Bar-B-Que, 4:30-6:30 p.m., In front of
SUB. SUB and Tunnels will be closed. Free to meal ticket
holders. Alumni, faculty and off campus residents $1.50
Free all campus Ice Cream Social and Song Fest, 7-8:30
p.m., SUB Lounge.
Saturday, October 22 Football: Chico State vs UPS, 1:30 p.m.
Inside Theatre: Sherlock Holmes, A New Adventure, 8
p.m.
Class of '52, 25 year reunion
Women's cross country
Homecoming cruise: Buses leave Thompson parking lot
8:15 p.m.; Superferry leaves Seattle at 9:15 p.m.
Monday, October 24 TRAIL staff meeting, 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, October 25 Women's VB: University of Washington vs UPS, 7:30
p.m.
Wednesday, October 26 Resume writing workshop, L 134, 3:30-5 p.m.
Faculty meeting, Mc I 106, 4 p.m.
Thursday, October 27 Tax forum, Mcl 006, all day
Inside Theatre,Sherlock Holmes, A New Adventure,
High school matinee, 1:30 p.m.

(Dr. Watson to Sherlock Holmes, A
Study in Scarlet)
"Elementary, Dear Watson! The
merits of your Mr. Holmes will be
publicly displayed and recognized at
UPS beginning TONIGHT at 8 in the
Inside Theatre." Tickets for this performance and those which follow
(October 22,27,28,29 and November
3,4,5) are only multiple murder, and
multitudinous moments of mayhem
with Sherlock Holmes: A New Adventure, directed by Thomas Sommerville.

Riot for
roughage!
There will be a meeting for all concerned SUB goers on the 25th of October. In this meeting the final
decision on a change involving the
fiber content in the SUB diet will be
made. This is your best chance to
make your opinions heard on the
kind of fiber changes you would like
to see in the SUB

Tacoma
Glen J. Hawley of the
Tacoma will present Theosophical Lodge
423 No. J St.
the subject of;
"REINCARNATION Sun. Oct. 23 at
2:30 P.M.
AND KARMA" at
phone 472-8992

Unclassified
APARTMENT FOR RENT STUDENT
Polynesia
DISCOUNT. At the
Village. S50.00 off deposit plus
reduced rental agreement period.
Fantastic recreational facilities: indoor swimming pool, sauna, indoor
basketball court, handball courts,
exercise room, boxing workout room,
pinball, foosball, ping pong, pool
tables, tennis courts and full time
recreational director. Rents from
$150.00 - co-signers accepted. 7527779, 6th & Pearl.
The silver Image Gallery representing
ontemporary photography artists
such as Ansel Adams, Imogen Cunningham. Monthly exhibits. Jack
Welpott Oct 7-30. Largest sellection
of photography books in the Northwest. For more info. call 623-8116. 83
S Washington St., Seattle, WA
984104 Near Pioneer Sq.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save on
brand name hard and soft lens supplies. Send for free illustrated
catalog. Contact Lens Supplies, Box
7453, Phoenix, Arizona 85011 .

T.I. BUS. ANAL. COMPUTE R-CALC.
with 2 NICAD batt. and chargers.
Asking 525. x 3335
OLDER
NORTH
CHARMING
TACOMA HOME in well established
neighborhood just 2 blocks from
UPS, shopping & busline. Personality
& chatacter are yours in this 3 bdrm
beauty with hardwood floors, glassscreened fireplace, garage & large
fully fenced backyard. Remodeled
kitchen and a large rec. rm with FP
complement the 1500 sq. ft. of
fineshed living area. $37,500. Contact
owner/agent Walter Duryea at 7529230 or 1-878-3500.
UPS LAW STUDENTS Come live at
Lively Oaks Apartments. 7 minutes
from campus. Beautiful grounds,
loads of recreational facilities,
security guards and plenty to do, with
full time recreational director
Students get 550 off deposit. Rent
from $155. 584-9300. Located just
behind Thunderbird Shopping Center
at Steilacoom Blvd and 83 Ave, SW.
Kids and nets ok
Needed by campus dances. Someone
to set up and break down great hall
for Boogies. Work approx. twice a
month for good bucks. Contact room
213 sub between 2-4 and leave name.
Can call 3367 or 3374

Solberg House will host an informal dinner and party for History
Faculty, Majors and Minors, on
Friday, October 28 at 7 p.m. There is
a sign up sheet in the History Department. For additional information
call David Doctor, X4289. Solberg is
located at 1420 N. Alder.

Marriage
celebrated
The Co-Operative Education Office has now joined with the Office
of Academic Advising, Career Planning and Placement. In celebration
they shall be hosting an open house
next Thursday, October 27, from 3 to
5 p.m. in Library 225. Aside from the
usual fare of food and drink, the office will provide the opportunity for
faculty, students and staff to become
acquainted with the fine line of
programs and services available
through the office of A CP and Coy

The ghosts
are coming

Poetry reading
Duane Niatum, author of after the
Death of an Elder Klallam, Ascending
Red Cedar Moon,andDigging Out the
Roots, will give a poetry reading in
the Mc Cormick Room of the Library,
Thursday, October 27th at 8:00 p.m.
Admission is free. For further information, call Jean Batie at 752-0876 or
Barry Bauska, English Department,
Ext. 3235.

A Halloween haunted house with
proceeds going to the United Way is
scheduled Sunday and Monday, Oct.
30-31, from 7-11 pm at Langlow
House (1218 N. Alder) by the LivingLearning Group at the University of
Puget Sound.
A 50 cent donation will be taken.
for more information contact David
Johnson at 756-4290.

Model U.N.
Security
Council meets
The Model United Nations group
at the University of Puget Sound invites all area high school students
and other interested persons to a
mock security council meeting
Friday, Oct. 28, from 10 am to 12
noon and from 1-3pm in the UPS
Kilworth Chapel basement.
The council meeting, which emphasizes participation, will focus on
the issue of apartheid, the
discrimination against non-European
groups in the Republic of South
Africa .
For more information about this
complimentary event, contact Eileen
Lawrence at 272-9400.

The intimate
facts about
phytoplankton
Phi Sigma (Biology Honorary) is
sponsoring a seminar Friday October
21 at 3:30 pm in room T152. Dr. John
Stockner from Pacific Environment
Institute in West Vancouver, B.C. will
be speaking on "Phytoplankton
ecology of west coast fjords." Open
to the public.

Be a star
The Inside Theatre will hold open
auditions for Sean O'Casey's famous
Tragi-Comedy on Monday, October
24 at 7:00 PM in the Theatre (Jones
Hall). For other information please
call 756-3330 or 3329.

Go skiing
this Winterim
Alpine skiing—Winterim 78
All students interested in enrolling in
the Alpine Skiing class for Winterim
should attend the orientation
meeting at 7:00 pm on Monday, October 31 in McIntyre 006. Information on class options, ski lessons,
lift tickets, schedules, etc. will be
given at this time. Equipment selection and Maintenance demonstration
for the Alpine Skiing class will be
held in Thompson 152 at 7:00 p.m. on
Tuesday, November 1. Preconditioning clinic, required for
Alpine Skiing students, will meet in
the Gym at 7:00 pm on Tuesday,
November 7. Dress in comfortable
clothes and come prepared to participate vigorously!

